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FORE - WARD 

  By virtue of their nature of job TIAs form a bridge between the Traffic Accounts 
Organization and the various revenue earning  units scattered all over the Zonal Railway. Therefore, 
they hold a very crucial and responsible position in Indian Railways.  They are also often recognized 
for their significant role in unearthing various types of frauds, detecting misappropriation, 
embezzlements and system failures besides helping Traffic Accounts office in a responsible manner 
in compilation of account and managerial information accurately.  Thus, they contribute to a great 
extent in the overall efficiency of the traffic accounts organization. 
 

To accomplish these important tasks up-gradation of knowledge, review, re-orientation and 
re-designing of efficiency and skill is indispensable.  Periodical TIAs’ Bulletin forms an important 
tool for TIAs to achieve this. 

 

 Hence every effort has been made to incorporate interaction of ideas, exchange of 
professional insights, enrichment of working knowledge, gathering of clues to explore untouched 
areas, enhancement of efficiency and effectiveness, unveiling gateway for fruitful results and 
providing meaningful service etc., so as to make it useful, lively, interesting and user-friendly.  All 
possible cares have been taken and insight exercised to make it serve as a useful study guide in the 
day-to-day activities of TIAs.  Apart from the routine items like special checks, commercial circulars, 
list of TIAs with contact numbers some informative and knowledge based articles under the head 
‘Turning Point’, ‘Web Watch’, ‘Helpline’ and ‘Craft corner’  have been included which gives it a new 
touch and direction.  
 

 Time has come to review, re-orient and re-design ourselves, for unveiling new horizons of 
knowledge to serve the purpose, we are meant for.  For that it has been designed in a unique way to 
give it exclusively a new look that will be attractive, eye-catching and different from routine 
Bulletins. 
 

 Broadly realizing its importance in upgrading knowledge of commercial staff installed at 
stations, for the first time it has been decided to distribute the copies to all stations/units, involved 
in financial transactions.  

 

We feel it noteworthy to record the invaluable support of Sri B.Nanda, Sr. AFA (T-I),            
Sri P.Kataraki, Sr. AFA (T-II) and co-operation received from all others without whom this would 
have not been successful. 

 
We convey our thanks to Sri U.K.Rout, Sr. TIA/BBS for his active lead and endeavour in 

materializing the concept into a reality.  The Co-operation received from Sri S.Bhagavan Patnaik, 
JAA (SI Section) is praiseworthy. 
 
 We are thankful to Sri N.K.Reddy, Sr. SO, all the staff of SI Section and all those who, at 
various stages of development, have made significant contribution in one form or other which made 
it possible to bring out this unique and un-comparable one. 
 

We will certainly welcome feedback and suggestions for improvement of this book. 
 
 

            S.I SECTION 
TRAFFIC ACCOUNTS OFFICE 

 

: Let noble thoughts come from every direction: 
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   S.S.Natarajan, IRAS 
          F.A & C.A.O 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

        EAST COAST RAILWAY 
 

    ECoR SADAN, Chandrasekharpur 
   Bhubaneswar -751 107 

 
 

                 Phone (BSNL)  :    0674-2300381,  
                 Phone (Rly)      :    50010 (Rly) 
                 Fax (BSNL)       :    0674-2303369,                    
                 Fax (Rly)           :    50710 

 

                                      MESSAGE 

It is heartening to note that the “TIAs” Bulletin” for the period ending September, 2010 is 

being brought out.  I am glad that this good tradition of brining out a Bulletin highlighting the 

various aspects of the Traffic Accounts working is being sustained year after year. This good work 

should be continued in future so that it provides an insight to our working gained from personal 

experiences of the TIAs in the field for the next generation of TIAs. 

With Traffic Accounts working shifting towards more and more computerization, our 

traditional approach to checking and analyzing would also require a change.  The TIAs‟ Bulletin 

is an excellent medium to educate our staff in this changing IT environment.  I also hope that the 

entire contents of this Bulletin finds a place on the ECoR Website so that the staff of other 

Railways will have easy access to the efforts of our TIAs in streamlining the work on our Railway. 

I congratulate all the TIAs, staff of the Traffic Accounts Office and those who are directly 

responsible for bringing out this Bulletin.  I wish all of you good luck and success.  

 

 (S.S.Natarajan) 
F.A & C.A.O 

East Coast Railway 

Bhubaneswar 
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      N.P.Pandey, IRAS 
       F.A & C.A.O (T) 

 

 

 

EAST COAST RAILWAY 

Traffic Accounts Office, Rail Vihar, 
CSPur, Bhubaneswar -751023 

 

          Phone (BSNL)  :    0674-2301012 
          Phone (Rly)      :    54016 (O)  
          Fax (BSNL)        :    0674-2301015 

           

                                                                                                                                        MESSAGE 

It is very encouraging that the Traffic Accounts Branch of  E.Co.Railway is publishing 

TIAs‟ Bulletin for the period ending September-2010 with latest instructions and circulars issued 

by the Railway Board.  I hope that it will serve as a ready reckoner for the TIAs during their field 

inspection.   It is also noted that various types of irregularities and undercharges detected by some 

of the TIAs are also exhibited in this bulletin which will act as motivating tool for others in the 

field.   

 

I hope that the TIAs will equip themselves suitably to deal with the changing scenario in 

the day-to-day commercial transactions made through UTS, PRS and FOIS by updating their 

knowledge in the field of the computer.   

 

 I wish them all the best in pursuing excellence in their jobs. 
 

I also wish them a very happy and Prosperous New Year-2011. 
 

                                                                                                                                                                            
                     (N.P.Pandey) 

                                 F.A & C.A.O (T) 
                               East Coast Railway 

                  Bhubaneswar 
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   K.J.Joga Rao, IRAS 
 Dy. F.A & C.A.O (T-1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

        EAST COAST RAILWAY 
 

      Traffic Accounts Office, Rail Vihar, 
  CSPur, Bhubaneswar -751023 

 
 
 

                 Phone (BSNL)  :    0674-2300162 
                 Phone (Rly)      :    (Rly) -54112 
                 Fax (BSNL)       :    0674-2301168                    
                 Fax (Rly)           :    54616 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           MESSAGE 

 I am happy to note that the TIAs Bulletin for the period ending September-2010 is 
ready now and will be distributed to all concerned shortly.  This book is quite informative 

and useful for not only TIAs but also to those who are associated with Station working.  I 
appreciate the sincere efforts made by all the concerned staff & supervisors of Traffic 
Accounts Office in bringing out this Bulletin in a very presentable manner.  
  

Having received very stiff targets on earnings and traffic suspense this year, the 
contribution from TIAs in accounting of legitimate Railway dues and also arresting the 

leakages of earnings is considered highly essential and I hope, this Bulletin can help them 
in updating their knowledge base and skills for achieving the set targets. 

 

Suggestions if any to improve the Bulletin are welcome. 
 

I wish all the TIAs a very „Happy and Prosperous New Year-2011‟ 
 

 

                 (K.J.Joga Rao) 
                 Dy. FA & CAO (T-I) 

East Coast Railway 
            Bhubaneswar 
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What is where? 
   
  1. Top Topic Why This bulletin?  

  2. Sun Rise Outline map of ECoRly  

  3. Front Line Hierarchal Chart  

  4. Family Facts List of TIAs with districts  

  5. Fact-file Information Round-up  

  6. TIA Lens Irregularities, Embezzlements and frauds.  
  7. Nib Stroke Special Reports  

  8. Turning Point  E-Payment-An insider’s perspective 

 Guidelines :  E-Payment System 

 Diversion debit. 

 

9. Craft Corner  Work  study report on Parcel Traffic over KUR.  

10. Help Line  The  Right to Information Act – 2005 

 Offences under Railway Act -1989 

 TIPs on TIAs working  

 

11 Web Watch  Finance department and performance of Traffic Accounts. 

 A Key to Railway Budget document-2010-11. 
 
 

12. Checkfront  Installation of IMWB. 

 Frauds in UTS Tickets. 

 Levy of Busy Season and Congestion Charge. 

13. Jobclue  Reservation on Railway Passes. 

 Operation of Container Trains by PCO. 

14. Feedback Glossary of Commercial Circulars. 

 Coaching. 

 Goods. 

15. FestiveEnd Internal Audit and Inspection Cell. 

 
 
 
 
 

: Work is worship : Duty is God : 
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TOPtopic 
 

WHY THIS BULLETIN  ? 
 

A creative individual never resets on his oars or is satisfied with 
just one way of doing things but always pursues and persists with 

searching for better and faster means, methods and uses. The creative 

individual is always fired by the urge to stay away from the beaten 

path and prefers to trade on the unknown track. There is always an 

involuntary streak in him to question, to challenge and to change. The 

fact is that every individual possesses a certain degree of creative 

talent in him and this talent can always be nurtured under a 

supportive climate. Is there any wrong to say TIAs Bulletin serving 

that purpose of providing a supporting climate? 

Unique Platform for: 

 Interacting ideas 

 Exchanging professional insights 

 Enriching working knowledge 

 Getting clue to explore untouched areas 

 Enhancing efficiency and effectiveness 

 Unveiling gateway for fruitful results 

 Providing meaningful service 

 

 
 

 
 

                 

 

 

CREATIVITY IS NOTHING BUT BRINGING FORTH NEW IDEAS AND SOLUTION TO 

THE PROBLEMS. 
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SUNrise 
 

    AN OUTLINE MAP OF EAST COAST RAILWAY  

Incredible    !    

Fascinating  ! ! 
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FRONTline 
 

      HIERARCHIAL CHART 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S. S. Natarajan 

FA & CAO 

Mob: 9437097001 

N.P.Pandey 

FA&CAO(T) 

Mob-9437097002 

K. J. Joga Rao 

DY.FA&CAO(T)-I 

Mob-9437581848 

 

 R.Udayashankar 

DY.FA&CAO(T)-II 

Mob-9444558126 

 
B.Nanda, 

Sr. AFA(T)-I 

9437581148 

 

P. Kataraki, 

Sr.AFA(T)-II 

Mob-9437581156 

 

Y.Anand, 

Sr.AFA(C&P) 

Mob- 
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FAMILYfacts 
{{{{{{{{{{{{ 

SL. NAME(Shri/Smt) DESIG. DISTRICT/HQ Telephone No. 
1 Md. Allauddin Sr.TIA WAT-I 09966268970 

2 B.N Mohanta Sr.TIA CTC-I 74565 (Rly.) 

3 B.N Rao Sr.TIA RGDA 09908035946 

4 D. Adi Reddy Sr.TIA KUR – I 72550 (Rly.) 

5 M.S Ranganayakamma Sr.TIA Retd. in Aug’10 09848421359 

6 Md. T. Sabir Sr.TIA BAM 06802220311 

7 Md. Tayabuddin Sr.TIA CTC-II 09437853658 

8 A.K Pradhan Sr.TIA OS/BBS 09437581179 

9 A V S S Subrahamanayam Sr.TIA JDB 09441724543 

10 D.K Mohanty Sr.TIA BBS/HQ 09437404204 

11 M.K Rath Sr.TIA CVI/BBS 09437522805 

12 G.N Majhi Sr.TIA JJKR 09437024999 

13 V. Ranga Raju Sr.TIA BBS/HQ 09396882617 

14 J V K Sekhar Sr.TIA WAT-II 09441495754 

15 J.K Rath Sr.TIA BBS/HQ 09437581178 

16 H. Praharaj Sr.TIA BBS-II 09861316718 

17 E V K Sivananda Sr.TIA WAT-VI 09393260565 

18 R.K Bhanja Sr.TIA BBS/HQ 09437581181 

19 R.C Rout Sr.TIA BBS-IV 09437927462 

20 N.C Sekhar Sr.TIA WAT-III 09490235030 

21 D.K Mohapatra Sr.TIA BBS/HQ 09937512939 

22 A.K Rout Sr.TIA BBS/HQ 09437231876 

23 P. Balakrishna Sr.TIA WAT-IV 09441920138 

24 K.C Subudhi  Sr.TIA BAM-II 09437764231 

25 C. Mohanty Sr.TIA BBS-I 09438534655 

26 H. Mishra Sr.TIA CTC-III 09437273545 

27 U.K Rout Sr.TIA BBS-III 09437267125 

28 S.C Das Sr.TIA KUR-II 09438185651 

29 G.S Pattnaik Sr.TIA KRPU 09440372419 

30 A S V N  Murthy Sr.TIA OS/WAT 09440921645 

31 N. Panigrahi Sr.TIA TLHR 09437149054 

32 R.K Mahakul Sr.TIA BLGR 09437240328 
33 P.K Pal Sr.TIA SBP 09437213706 

34 B.K Kar Sr.TIA BBS/HQ 09437581180 
35 S. M. T  Alam TIA BBS/HQ 09853357978 

36 S. Gadi TIA WAT-V 09441234518 

37 M.R.R Dora TIA PSA 09437261746 

38 P.K Behera TIA TIG 09853845252 

39 I Raja Babu TIA VZM 09491782906 

40 K Satya Krishna TIA WAT/RLG 08093509409 
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FACTfile 
 

Information Round Up 

The fertile minds of human being are scripting revolution after 

revolution. But most important is that after the Industrial Revolution, the 

one which has made the tremendous impact is none but the Information 

Technology. We have reached a time when wars need not be fought on 

the battle fields. Information has rather become the order of the day. Our 

potency is not being determined by our ancestral lineage, but by our 

performance on the race course. It has to cater all through crossing the 

hurdles and adversities or else survival is difficult. We have to adapt or 

perish. A change in our outlook and reorientation of our role in the 

context of this changing technological developments, skirting the present 

need of the hour must do wonder. Here we make a mini but noble effort 

to achieve that.  

 55
th

 RAILWAY WEEK AWARD-2010: - 
 

The following staff have been awarded in recognition to their praise worthy 

services rendered to the Railway for detecting and preventing leakage of 

Railway revenue:  
 

 Shri N.C.Sekhar, Sr.TIA/WAT has received GM‟s level award for his dynamic 

way of working and endeavour to bring out an irregular contract for operation 

of VSKP-ARK Rail-cum-Road passenger tour and for his innovative check in 

unearthing an irregularity and fraud for utilization of SLR space in Train No. 

335.  
 

 Shri R.K.Bhanja, Sr. TIA/HQ has received FA&CAO‟s level award for his 

outstanding meritorious service and untiring efforts in updating the changes in 

Traffic in FAS Software, thereby yielding huge undercharges. 
 

 Shri S.Gadi, Sr. TIA/WAT has received FA&CAO‟s level award for his efforts 

in finding out leakages of Railway revenue and making some good reports.  
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 Shri U.K.Rout, Sr. TIA/BBS and the group of staff under his stewardship has 

received Award for untiring efforts in bringing out a nicely made TIAs Bulletin, 

unique in design, unparallel and perhaps one of the best in its class.  
 

 

 

 BEST TIA OF THE PERIOD : 
 

 Sri U.K.Rout, Sr. TIA/BBS has been selected the best TIA of the period for 

his commendable performance with regard to Traffic Accounts activities, such 

as raising huge cases of debits at TLHR, PRDP and causing to collect long 

pending shunting/haulage charges at PRDP amounting to Rs. 1,22,74,342/-.  In 

addition to his inspection work, his sincere efforts and continuous endeavour 

has been enabling the office to print out successful bulletins, rare in design and 

perhaps unique in its class. 

      

 NEW FACES :  

 

 Shri N.P.Pandey has joined with us as FA &CAO (T).  We welcome him and 

feel privileged to progress further under his able leadership and ample 

experience in Traffic Accounts accumulated in him in the past years.   
 

  We welcome Sri N.K.Reddy, Sr. S.O in assuming the challenge of being the 

first section officer to deal with TIAs‟ activities and hope successful monitoring, 

co-ordination and co-operation that will pave the way forward.  He has to his 

credit the rare glory of successfully developing a suitable software progamme 

for importing the PRS data received from KRIS/KOLKATA to the indigenous 

system for facilitating quick generation of carriage bills in respect of 

Government passengers with the help of Sri N.C.Varadaraju, AA/WAT. 

 

 RETIREMENT : 

 

 Smt M.S.Ranganayakamma, Sr. TIA has retired from service.  To our pride, 

she was the first lady TIA in Indian Railways.  We hope rest of her life be 

peaceful.  
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 INTRODUCTION OF SI MODULE –  A recent addition to the arena of 

                                                         Computerization.  
 

The further development of SI Module under the dynamic leadership of Dy. FA & 

CAO (T)/ECoR has added vigour and proved to be significantly a full proof Traffic 

Accounting Environment established, leaving a cause to any member of 

Accounts family proud. The Module has the objective to accomplish and 

compels productive and passive resources into a fruitful organization i.e the aim 

of getting the expected results and see the thinks happens. 

 

 ‘SRUJANA’  - The doorway to creativity ? 
 

How much is two years in the life of an institution?  Sky would be the answer, if 

it passes the litmus test in terms of cheers  brought to the staff, fraternity 

developed, enlightenment spread over and feeling of life to the brim kept alive.   
 

All, what had started as a humble and pioneering effort by some enthusiastic 

TIAs and Staff inside the newly constructed semi-circle Traffic Accounts Office is  

“SRUJANA” – The recreation club having the infrastructure of a reading room 

cum library and other indoor games. Let us hope it play a significant role in 

determining our future resolutions.    
 

 „BANANI‟  -  The element of Flavour and Fragrance – 
 

Nostalgic memories are galore on the mini-celebration of inauguration of  

„BANANI‟ before a year. The handful of colourful flowers inside the round 

garden at the centre of the Traffic Accounts Office spray fragrance of love, 

message of peace and psalm of harmony to the busy schedule of accounts 

fraternity.  Its smile never fades. Let us hope „BANANI‟ bring many more laurels 

and success.  It is asserted that the  continuity of such informal institution will 

definitely prevent work from getting reduced to drudgery and rigmarole and 

worker degenerating into the slave of the routine.   

 

  INTERNAL AUDIT AND INSPECTION CELL : (IAIC) 

 

With the basic idea to asses and improve the efficacy of internal checking 

system in vogue IAIC has been introduced under the direct supervision of 

FA&CAO (T), mostly to combat and capture areas not covered under the normal 

course of checking.  
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 TIAs’ CONFERENCE 

 

With a special stress to achieve the hard target fixed by Railway Board a 

conference of TIAs‟ was held in the conference hall on 26.08.2010 which was 

presided by FA&CAO (T).   Dy. FA & CAO (T) welcomed the participants and 

made the welcome address and introduced the TIAs with FA&CAO (T).  In his 

address, FA&CAO (T) stated that this Railway has good track records of 

performance in all segments compared to other railways and hoped the same 

will continue with the active participation of TIAs not only by arresting leakage 

of railway revenue but in early clearance of station outstanding and prompt 

monitoring of withdrawl from station earnings.   

 

CCM (FS)/ECoR in his address stressed on expeditious clearance of objected 

debits, restrictions on unauthorized withdrawls of station earnings, prompt 

accountal of error sheets and expressed concern over non-issue of TAR-14 by 

TIAs, delayed remittance of station earnings.  

 

Sr. AFA-T (I) put up the earning position in various segments through a slide 

show presentation and discussed the impact and importance of stricter fiscal 

discipline and stress for result oriented quality checking.  He raised the issue of 

payment of handling charges at rampant particularly in KUR, through 

outsourcing of labours from the open market and suggested to bring this issue 

for floating of a tender to check wasteful expenditure.  He also highlighted the 

matter of non-weighment of parcel consignments and non-submission of 

system generated details of weigh bridges.  

 

 

Sr. AFA-T (II) with the presentation of a slide show demonstrated, how untimely 

receipt of returns from stations hampers timely preparation of accounting 

reports, balance sheet at TAO. 

 

 

 

 

 

IT IS NOT DOING THE THINGS WE LIKE TO DO, BUT LIKING THE THINGS WE HAVE TO DO, 

THAT MAKES LIFE WORTHFUL AND WONDERFUL. 
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TIAlens 
 

  

    IRREGULARITIES, FRAUDS AND EMBEZZLEMENTS 

 

Sl. 

No. 

 

Name of the TIA 

 

Station 

 

Nature of Irregularities 

Amount  

(in Rs.) 

1. Sri U.K. Rout Sr.TIA/ 

BBS-III 

(a) Debit raised for wrong calculation of demurrage 

charge at TLHR/Goods. 

 

(b) Debit raised for wrong calculation of demurrage 

charge at TLHR/Goods. 

 

(c) Undercharge debited for less collection of freight 

on RR for various reasons in terms of C.C. 

No.739/08, 164(G)/07, 159(G)/09. 

 

(d) For improper levy of Iron Ore surcharge in FOIS 

RRs booked from various originating points to 

PRDP Port, debit raised jointly with BBS-I. 

 

(e) As per Railway Boiard‟s letter No.2001/AC-II/45/2 

dated 13.06.2005 (CCM/ECoR‟s Sl.No.65 (C)/05) 

debit raised for missing UTS tickets at PRDP. 

 

(f) Debit raised for missing of MSTS and PCTs at GBK. 

 

(g) Debit raised for undercasting C.F. balance of 

outstanding in the month of August, 2009 at RTN. 

 

(h) Debit raised for less charging of freight in RRs at 

PRPL/PRDP. 

 

(i) Debit raised for less charging of freight in RRs at 

PRPL/PRDP.     

      

(j) Undercharge raised for less charging of freight in 

RR at Paradip Port. 

 

(k) Undercharge raised for less charging of freight in 

RR at Paradip Port.     

               

(l) Undercharge for less accountal of freight at PPT. 

 

(m) Debit have been raised for accountal and 

realization of the unbilled amount in respect of 

engine haulage/shunting charges against CBSP/ 

PRDP.  As per Letter No.Y/01/08 dated 16.05.2008 

of Sr.DOM/KUR cost of operation for using Railway 

Engines for taking other rakes into port station 

yard is to be paid by the Port Authority as per 

extant rules. 

1,41,600 

 

 

52,200 

 

 

2,90,515 

 

 

 

20,58,100 

 

 

 

1,184 

 

 

 

1,062 

 

561 

 

 

3,55,053 

 

 

2,59,658 

 

 

11,66,024 

 

 

1,00,616 

 

 

3,89,398 

 

38,77,280 
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   (n) Debit for realization of the unbilled amount in 

respect of engine Haulage/shunting charges 

against CBSP/PRDP from September, 2009 to 

March, 2010. 

 

(o) Debit for unbilled amount in respect of Engine 

Haulage/Shunting charges against IFFCO/PRDP 

from 16.12.2009 to 31.03.2010. 

 

(p) Debit raised for wrong calculation in RR at 

CBSP/PRDP 

 

(q) Debit for unbilled amount in respect of Engine 

Haulage/Shunting charges against IFFCO/PRDP 

from September, 2009 to 15.12.2009 

 

(r) Debit raised for discrepancy noticed in Coaching 

Balance Sheet, December, 2009 and other short 

accountal on various dates at PRDP. 

 

(s) Debit raised for realization of the unbilled amount 

of Engine Haulage/Shunting charges against 

IFFCO/PRDP from Jan.09 to Aug.09. 

 

(t) Debit raised for non-accountal of trip charges at 

HPCL/PRDP. 

 

(u) Debit for less accountal in RRs on account of less 

distance charged and wrong PCC at PRDP. 

 

(v) Debit for irregular adjustment under FAOC against 

overloading charged at Punitive Class. 

1,02,960 

 

 

 

 

39,81,240 

 

 

 

1,14,280 

 

 

28,64,607 

 

 

 

2,427 

 

 

 

55,11,575 

 

 

19,656 

 

 

 

4,23,847 

 

 

3,44,440 

 

 

2. Md. Allauddin  

Shri G. Satish 

Shri J.V.K.Sekhar 

Sr.TIA/WAT 

Sr.TIA/WAT 

Sr. TIA/WAT 

As per CCM/BBS‟s Circular No.73(G)/2010 dated 

07.05.2010 empty haulage charges both way 

between M/s VAL‟s Sdg/AMB and OEC/VSKP and 

empty haulage charges from OEC/VSKP to VZP are 

not being collected. The haulage charge has been 

levied @Rs.22/-  per four wheeled wagon per Km as 

per Railway Board‟s letter No.TCR/220/5/96/1 dated 

15.12.2008 w.e.f. 01.01.2009 i.e. Rs.22 x 2.5 x 534 

Kms   = Rs.29370/- (per wagon). 

 

 

94,85,175 
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3. 

 

U.K.Rout 

S.C.Das 

Sr.TIA/BB

S 

Sr. 

TIA/KUR 

During a surprise check at KUR/Parcel, the 

undercharge have been detected by sample re-

weighment of some parcel consignments on 

01.07.2010 and 02.07.2010.  High degree of 

discrepancies in weight are noticed mostly in the 

consignments booked from HWH. 

 

4,408 

4. Sri R.K. Mahakul Sr.TIA/ 

BLGR 

Debit raised for the following reason at BUDM in 

terms of C.C. No.49(GC)/06 for the following reasons: 

(i) 02 Dummy Wagons Charges @ 21 per wagon per 

KM for each rake. 

(ii) Siding charges/weight of shortfall wagons taken 

as 60 tonnes  treating BCN. 
 

23,52,908 

5. Sri N.C.Sekhar 

 

Sri K.M.Rao 

Sr. TIA/ 

WAT-II 

CI/WAT 

Debit raised by joint team for undercasting of DBOC 

by FOIS and less charging of freight (Ex-Chandiposh) 

Inward Foreign Railway Rakes booked to MGPV 

(Gangavaram Port). Non-levy of enhanced distance 

based Iron Ord Surcharge on penal overloading w.e.f 

06.06.2009 to 06.08.2009 and less charged freight 

rate at Chandiposh station. 

 

17,64,379 

 

6. Sri A.N.V.P.V.R. 

Murty 
 

Sri N.C. Sekhar 

Sr. Commercial 

Inspector/WAT 

 

Sr.TIA/WAT-II 

Joint team has raised the debit on account of non-levy 

of enhanced distance based Iron Ore Surcharge on 

penal overloading w.e.f. 06.06.2009 to 06.08.2009 

 

16,67,035 

7. Sri C. Mohanty 

Sri U.K.Rout 

 

Sr.TIA/BBS 

Sr.TIA/BBS 

 

Undercharge raised for improper levy of Iron Ore.  

Surcharge in FOIS RRs booked from various 

originating points to PRDP. 

 

20,58,100 

8. Sri N.C. Sekhar Sr. TIA/ 

WAT-III 

(i) R.R. No.662380 dated 17.03.2010 Debit raised 

due to short charging of iron ore charge @ distance 

based charge plus Rs.200/- per tonne as against 

distance based charge plus  500 per tone in terms of 

addendum No.8 to Rates Circular No.36/2009 

effective from 17.03.2010.  As per the wagon 

annexure, loading was completed on 17.03.2010 and 

accordingly the enhanced rate should have been 

charged. 

 

(ii) R.R. No.662404 dated 11.04.2010 and R.R. 

No.662410 dated 27.04.2010.  Debit raised as per 

Rly.Board‟s letter No.TCR – 1078/2007/3 dated 

05.04.2010 whereby iron ore charge has been made 

part of the base freight and accordingly busy season 

surcharge is leviable on the iron ore charge.  But, in 

both the cases busy season surcharge has been 

levied @ 7% on the base freight only instead of the 

total base freight including distance based iron ore 

charge. 

13,77,687 
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9. Md. Allaudin  Sr.TIA/WAT (A) The total amount of scooter and cycle stand 

licence fees due from Sri D.Satyanarayana from 

April, 2007 to the date of termination of contract 

on 15.08.2009 iS Rs.7,02,470/-.  But, the actual 

amount paid by him till date is Rs.6,09,609/-.  The 

difference is debited. 

 

92,861 

(B) Debit raised for missing of UTS/NI tickets, cost 

of journey tickets as per the statement plus the 

cost of four adult Second Mail Express tickets to 

the farthest station from DUVADDA to BARMAI-BME 

Via BZA, NGP, DLI which is 2926 Kms i.e. 311 + 2 = 

313 x 4 = 1252 per ticket. 

 

60,720 

10. Sr. K.C. Subudhi Sr.TIA/ 

BAM-II 

 (a) Debit raised for missing of two nos. of PRS 

tickets 1
st

 AC fare for 06 passengers from 

Kannyakumari toUddampur. 

 

(b) At Balugaon, wharfage on Parcel consign-ment 

was short collected.  Hence, debit raised. 

 

(c) At CAP, debit has been raised for loss of UTS tickets. 

 

(d) Debit raised at BAM for missing of cancelled 

tickets. 
 

49,980 

 

 

 

222 

 

 

1429 

 

300 

11. Sri H. Praharaj Sr.TIA/BBS (a) Debit raised at BO/BBS for non-submission of 

cancelled tickets. 

 

(b) At MCS, debit has been raised for wrong 

charging of rebate in violation to C.C. 

No.177(G)109. 

 

(C) Irregular refund granted at Booking office/BBS 

debited. 

 

2,565 

 

 

14,010 

 

 

 

579 

12. Sri B.N. Mahanta Sr.TIA/ 

CTC-I 

(a) On the authority of Commercial Circular 

No.73(G)/08, debit has been raised for wrong 

charging BCNA/BCNAHS wagons as 63 tonnes 

instead of 64 tonnes. 

 

1,15,805 

   (b) Railway freight was not paid on the ballast 

rakes loaded at TMKA from Dec.07 at the time of 

loading by JE-I/W/Con/TMKA.  So, debit is raised 

for the rakes booked to different destinations 

from 20.12.2007 to 11.08.2010.  Clan charged 

100 as per circular No.95(G)/07 wt. charged for 

BOBYN wagon = 59 tonnes [41(G)/07].  Busy 

season surcharge = 7% on base rate, T0-pay S/c = 

5% on base ft.  Dev. Ch = 2% on NTR. 
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13. Sri G.N. Majhi 

Sri M.R.R. Dora 

Sr.TIA/ 

BAM-II 

Sr.TIA/PSA 

Debit raised for missing tickets at Booking Office/BAM 86,744 

 

14. Sri M.R.R. Dora Sr.TIA/PSA Undercharge raised due to wrong scale of inward 

parcel consignments at BAM parcel 

 

5,332 

15. Sri J.K. Rath Sr.TIA/HQ Wrong charging of PCC of BCN/BCNA/ BCNAHS 

wagons loaded with CC+8 route.  Vide R.R. 

No.26200715 dated 13.01.2010 resulting less 

charging of weight i.e. 2640 tonnes instead of 

2730 tonnes. 

 

40,327 

16. Shri N. Panigrahi Sr.TIA/ 

TLHR 

Debit raised for detention of Train No.201 beyond 

permissible time for parcel unloading. 

 

4,000 

17. Sri S.C. Das  Sr.TIA/KUR-

II 

Debit raised for missing of PRS tkt from continuity 

statement at PUI (tkt. No.1660577 and 1660578) 

on the authority of Rly Board‟s letter No.2006/AC-

II/45/10 dated 28.07.2008 (RBA No.41/2008). 

 

49,980 

 

18. 

 

Sri P.K. Behera 

 

Sr.TIA/BBS-

III 

Debit raised for non-availability of UTS tickets 

while checking NI tickets at BO/BBS. (Rs.60 + 

Rs.100 + Rs.1415 + 560 + 515 + 1473 + 1330 + 

1250) 

 

1575 

Debit for non-availability of UTS tickets at BO/BBS 

(1329 + 2860 + 1558 + 1280) 

 

7,027 

19. Md. Tayabuddin Sr.TIA/CTC-

II 

Debit is raised for non-collection of terminal 

charges at NYG on overloading. 

 

56,620 

 
 
 
 

 

A WISE MAN IS HE, WHO CAN LAY A FOUNDATION UPON THE STONES THROWN AT HIM 
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SPECIAL  REPORTS 

 U.K. Rout , Sr.TIA/BBS-III 

a.  Undercharge of Freight: 

On 07.02.10 Rake No.FSTP-03(3895), Nos. of Wagons overloaded = 27,                           

Total overloaded weight = 121.60 tonnes (i.e. Normal 12.09, 1
st

 Punitive = 35.26,               

2
nd

 Punitive = 74.25 tonnes).  The amount of Punitive charge should be Rs.489967.00 

whereas collected is Rs.76488.00.  Hence, undercharge is Rs.4,13,479. 

 Train No. FSTP – 03, Rake No.3961,    Nos. of Wagons overloaded = 28.  Overloaded 

weight = 74.79 (7.60 + 47.26+19.93).  The amount of freight shall be Rs. 2,50,495.00 

whereas collected as 17,372.00.  Hence, undercharge Rs.2,33,123.00.  The matter has 

been brought to the notice of Dy.FA&CAO(T) along with the required documents for 

necessary action. 

Action Taken: Debit for the undercharge has been raised by Sr.AFA(T)/BBS after proper 

calculation. 

b. Missing of UTS tickets from Continuity Statement :- 

Four (04) ticket rolls at PRDP/Cog are neither posted in the stock nor used in 

May, 2010 as per continuity statement.  As observed in the continuity statement just 

the next consecutive Roll is used in May, 2010. 

Action Taken: Letter has been sent to Sr.DCM/KUR from TA Office. 

c.  Huge nos. of UTS tickets are missing from the continuity statement. SMR/PRDP 

has been asked to intimate the detail whereabouts of the tickets with documentary 

evidence, failing which necessary debits will be raised for the same. 

Action Taken: Sr.DCM/KUR has been intimated vide letter to direct the 

concerned staff for clarification. 
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d.  Loss of Railway Revenue for unlawful act of Drivers: 

As envisaged in Para- 4.1 of Railway Board‟s letter No.92/Dev.Cell/1DE/2 Vol dated 

06.08.2004 issued by ED(Dev) V.K. Pabby, CYM/SM shall arrange to pass the rakes for 

weighment through the weighbridge, so that the full rake can be passed at a uniform 

speed not exceeding 15 K.M. Per hour.  But, scrutiny of available Weighbridge records 

reveals the fact that this is not strictly followed at IMWB/PRDP which gives rise to ample 

scope for a concurrent loss of railway revenue in terms of either undercharges or 

punitive charges of freight besides fear of damage to rail tracks. 

Action Taken: Letter has been sent to Sr. DCM/KUR & Sr. DME/KUR for necessary action. 
 

e.     Financial loss due to non-weighment of Rakes at IMWB/PRDP: 

 As reported by the above TIA, a good many number of rakes pass unweighed 

making no scope for escalation of proper weight and charging of correct 

freight/punitive charge thereon besides load adjustment/detachment enroute.  Some 

important points to be noted are: 

(i) No Diary Entry/Control Message for weighment of the wagons enroute has been 

made for some rakes not weighed at PRDP, which seems to be intentional. 

(ii) It is not understood why no weighment is made by giving remark „UNKNOWN 

VEHICLE‟ in the weighment register when sufficient proof of exchange of private 

number is there. 

(iii) In some cases “Zero Error” has been given manually.  This needs investigation. 

(iv) Some rakes are not weighed on account of negligence i.e. non-intimation of on 

duty SM, which needs investigation.   

Action Taken: 

Letter has been sent to Sr. DCM/KUR for taking necessary action. 

 

f.   Temporary misappropriation of cash by way of SR at TLHR 

 

 As a measure to emphasize preventive vigilance over punitive vigilance, the kind 

attention of competent authority towards temporary mis-appropriation of cash by some 

staff at Booking office, Talcher by way of regular practice of short remittance is drawn. 

Again, it is reminded that though it seems minor at initial level and regular recovery is 

being done from salary bills, the unnoticed cumulative effect if effect may derail the 

process of development in Railway as it assessed lakhs of rupees in terms of wastage 

of time, Stationery and manpower of several departments at a juncture when 

downsizing the number of staff and managing the work with minimum number of staff 

has become a policy step.    
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 A.V.S.S.Subramanyam, Sr. TIA/JDB 

 

Error in TMS RR 

 

The above said TIA has reported errors in calculation freight in TMS RR for which 

undercharges of Rs. 821393 and Rs. 2132037 have been collected against RR No. 

261001022 dtd. 3.3.2010 and RR No. 261000606, dtd. 29.03.2010 Ex. BCHL to VPTG 

and KRDL to NMVK respectively.  In the first RR surcharge on distance base was 

wrongly calculated by the system.  In the second RR base freight was wrongly 

calculated by the system and class was not mentioned on the RR.  

 

Action Taken: 
 

 The matter has been brought to the notice of DY. COM/FOIL/ECoR/BBS for 

looking into the irregularities  in the TMS so that such system lapses will be averted in 

future.  

 G.S. Patnaik, Sr.TIA/KRPU 
 

Classification of Commodity in TMS 

 

As reported an of Rs.12,72,724.00 on account of error sheet debit is lying pending as 

outstanding in the Goods Balance Sheet of JYP due to confusion regarding classification 

of the commodity „Maize‟ Undercharges have been raised on 04 RRs. those were issued 

for booking of Corn germs from JYP to Dankuni (2RRs) Dal Kolha and VZP under class-

130 instead of class-150 as per extant commercial Circular No.28(G)/08.  As reviewed 

by the above Sr.TIA, with the help of forwarding Notes, the commodity was „Maize‟ not 

„Maize Germs‟/‟Corn Germs‟.  Corn germs is a by product of Maize which is obtained 

after the process of milling of Maize.  In the TMS when a command for „Maize‟ is given, 

the system is displaying Corn germs, sometimes, Corn Germs (Maize in bages), Maize 

germs in the FOIS Terminal and taking rate for Class-150 instead of Class-130 though 

Maize comes under Group-9 i.e. foodgrains, flours and pulses which is classified under 

Class-130. 

 

Action Taken: 

 Vide letter No.ECoR/TA/SI/JYP/FOIS/3028 dated 08/09.09.2010 of Sr.AFA(T)-

I/ECoR/BBS, clarification has been sought from Dy.COM(FOIS)/ECoR/BBS (i) whether 

there is a real problem in defining „Maize‟ in the TMS, so that the outstanding can be 

cleared by credits and (ii) to take up the issue with CRIS authorities for immediate 

rectification. 
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 U.K. Rout, Sr.TIA/BBS-III 

 C. Mohanty, Sr.TIA/BBS-I 

 H. Praharaj, Sr TIA/BBS-III 
 

a. Non-operation of weighing machines at parcel office at BBS, PUI & KUR 
 

It is reported by the above TIAs that the weighing machines at Parcel offices of 

BBS, PUI & KUR are non-operational since Feb.2007.  Consequently, this leads to 

leakage of much amounts of Railway revenue and provides undue advantage to 

customers. 
 

Action taken: 
 

 Dy.FA&CAO(T)/BBS has intimated Sr.DCM/KUR to take action and ensure that the 

weighing machines at all stations are in operational conditions so as to stop leakage of 

earnings and also to give a feed back report at the earliest for appraisal of FA & CAO. 
 

b. Non-functioning of weighing machines at BBS station. 
 

As reported by the above TIAs a continuous financial loss is incurred due to non-

functioning of weight machines at BBS.  A comparative study of inward parcel 

transactions at Cuttack and Bhubaneswar has been given which shows that the total 

number of packages and weight dealt in at Cuttack parcel. i.e 31395 packages 

comprising 12127 quintals is much less vis-à-vis the same at BBS/Parcel, where as the 

scenario is just the reverse for collection of undercharges.  The undercharges collected 

at Cuttack is Rs. 37,126, whereas at BBS the amount is Rs. 1693.   
 

Action Taken : 
 

FA&CAO/T/BBS has issued a letter to SR. DCM/KUR for arranging replacement of the 

improper machines with new ones without delay vide letter No. ECoR/TIA/SI/Weighing 

Machines/BBS/KUR/218, dtd. 25/08/2009. 
 

 H. Praharaj, Sr.TIA/BBS-II 
 

a. Non-collection of land lease at GBK 
 

As reported, at GBK station land lease rent has not been collected from Smt.Sulochana 

Swain (occupant as per available record at station) since 30.06.96.  The last lease rent 

paid i.e. Rs.1933 x 6 months vide MR No.949350 dated 20.11.96 and remitted vide 

C.R. Note No.119144 dated 21.11.96. 
 

Action taken: 
 

      Vide letter No.ECoR/TA/SI/Sr.TIA/GBK/Lease/2212 dated 07.07.2010. Dy.FA 

&CAO(T)/ BBS has requested Sr.DCM/KUR to review the case thoroughly, revise the rent 

and collect the same alongwith the arrear dues and intimate the action taken. 
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b.  Detention of Cash at RJGR : 
 

RJGR is regularly irregular in remitting cash to cash office on the plea of non-

availability of cash bags. The irregularity has been brought to the notice of Sr. 

DCM/KUR by the above TIA for regularization.    

 G. Satish, Sr. TIA/WAT 

 Md. Allauddin, Sr. TIA/WAT 
 

a. Non-firing of D-2 Coach (WGSCZ) of Train No.7239/7240 Simhadri Express   

GNT to VSKP: 
 

 There are three coaches declared as reserved (25) in both directions of VSKP-

GNT Simhadri Express and GNT – VSKP (7240 & 7239) i.e. C-1. D-1 and D-2 coaches.  

But, only 02 coaches i.e. D-1 and C-1 have been fired as reserved. D-1 (2
nd

 sitting) GSCZ 

coach is of 108 sitting capacity.  But, both in the up and down direction only 90 seats 

have been fired in the system for allotting reservation. 

 

Action Taken: Vide letter No.ECoR/TA/SI/Spl.Lr./Simhadri Express/ Reservation/2643 

dated 10/11.08.2010 of Dy.FA&CAO(T)/ECoR/BBS, CCM/ ECoR has been requested to 

take necessary action to prevent loss of revenue as well as to enable clearance of the 

waitlisted passengers to the extent possible. 

 

b. Loss of Railway Revenue due to non-firing of coach in 2717/2718 Ratnachal 

Express 

 

Train No.2717 Ex VSKP to BZA (2S) Coach Nos. D-6, D-7 & D-8 are running since past 

one year (365 days).  These coaches are not fired in the Passenger Reservation System, 

hence no reservation is allotted to passengers in these coaches through PRS thus 

involving financial loss to Railway. 

 

Also, it is noticed that the train comprises of all new coaches.  The sitting 

accommodations of new coaches are 108 seats, but reservation is arranged for 90 

seats only.  Thus, the short of 18 seats in the PRS. 

 

Consequently, an approximate loss of about Rs.14,78,250 + Rs.15,76,800 is incurred 

for the above lapses. 
 

Action taken: 
 

a. FA & CAO (T)/ECoR/BBS vide his D.O. No.TA/TAIC/Ratnachal Exp./Reservation 

dated 05/06.07.2010 has requested FA&CAO(T)/S.C. Railway/S.C. to take up the 
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b. Letter No.TA/IAIC/Ratnachal Exp./Reservation/2201 dated 05/06.07.2010 has 

been sent to CCM/ECoR by FA&CAO(T)/ECoR to take up the matter with S.C. Railway 

and sort out the matter at the earliest. 

 

c. Financial Loss due to lack of non-supervision by Railway staff 

 

 It is observed that Iron & Steel booked from BSPC Sdg to SCM and VNCW the empty 

tare weighment of wagons and the loaded wagons are not supervised by Railway staff 

and the weight charged is 62 tonnes per wagon.  Had the weighment been witnessed 

by Railway staff, the chargeable weight as per CCM/Circular No.36(G)/09 dated 

19.02.2009 would have been 88 tonnes and 86 tonnes according to wagon type.  As 

such the huge financial loss would have been avoided. 

 

Action taken 
 

Vide letter No.ECoR/TA/SI/TIA/SM/MIMP/44 dated 30.06.2010. Dy.FA&CAO(T)/BBS has 

intimated Sr.DCM/KUR for taking action to ensure that terms and conditions stipulated vide 

Circular No.36(G)/09 and 126 (G)/09 are followed strictly so that not only it avoids accretion of 

huge amount of punitive charges but also issuing adverse reports on this aspect from inspecting 

authorities. 

 P.Balakrishna, Sr.TIA/WAT-I 

 

Non-Payment of license fees and commission from STD Booths at WAT. 

 

It has been reported that license fees and commission of STD Booths at VSKP station 

are not paid timely.  The parties are paying the commission after grace period.  On this 

account a huge amount of license fees and commission is due from the parties which 

warrants immediate attention of Sr.DCM/ECoR/WAT. 

 

Action Taken: 

 

Sr.DCM/WAT has been intimated vide Sr.AFA(T)/ECoR/BBS‟s letter No.ECoR/ TA/SI/STD 

Booths/WAT dated 04.03.10 to look into the matter seriously and take necessary 

action for early collection of the above Railway dues. 

 E.V.K. Sivanand, Sr.TIA/WAT-VI 
 

Frequent incidence of short remittance at VSKP – GBO Counter. 
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Action taken: Letter written to Sr.DCM/WAT by Sr.AFA(T)/ECoR/BBS‟s letter No.ECoR/ 

TA/SI/Sr.TIA/WAT-VI/VSKP/G130/2127 dated  01/07/2010. 

 
 

 R.K. Bhanja, Sr.TIA/HQ 

 J.K. Rath, Sr.TIA/HQ 

 D.K. Mohanty, Sr.TIA/HQ 
 

a. Irregularities noticed on augmentation of extra coaches and fulfillment of 

commercial formalities: 
 

It is reported that :- 

(i) Stations are not maintaining separate records showing train wise, date wise 

attachment of extra coaches. 

(ii) No exceptional report is generated by PRS showing firing of extra coaches. 

(iii) No record of firing of those coaches on return trip. 

(iv) No information of firing on return trip by commercial authorities.  Such coaches 

are fired on certification of TNC. 

Action Taken: 

This has been brought to the kind notice of FA&CAO/ECoR/BBS vide FA&CAO(T)’s  letter 

No.TA/IAIC/Extra Coach/2218 dated 07.07.2010 for necessary action at appropriate level. 
 

 

b. Misappropriation of coaching earnings at BO/PUI 
 

As reported from 04.06.2010 to 11.06.2010, there have been irregularities in the 

remittance of earnings of Puri Station.  The cash portion of earnings was not handed 

over to  the cash lifting bank officials regularly resulting in short remittance of cash 

and vouchers.  On 11.06.2010, the cumulative effect of short remittance in respected 

of cash  Rs.1,18,856 and that of vouchers in Rs.6,15,082/-. 
 

Action taken: 

D.O. letter vide No.ECoR/TA/IA&IC/BO/PUI/June 10/2077 dated 25.06..2010 has been 

sent FA&CAO(T)/BBS to DRM/ECoR/KUR advising the later to take up thorough 

investigation at once to identify the staff responsible and unearth the system failures 

occurred so that the staff responsible are taken up under D&A rules and such instances 

do not occur in future. 
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 Md.T.Sabir, Sr.TIA/VZM 

 G. Satish, Sr.TIA/WAT-IV 

 

Misuse of wait listed ‘E’ tickets by Travel agents & Touts 

 

 During surprise train check, it has been detected that the wait listed „E‟ tickets 

were being used by Travel Agents and Touts as a „New Tool‟ for exploiting the 

innocent passengers and obtain irregular earning.  Out of 04 such wait listed tickets  

an amount of Rs.3062/- has been collected towards fare & penalty.   

 

 The beneficiaries are the Travel Agent and the Touts since such tickets were 

sold on the assurance of confirmation at the last moment and normally the money is 

irrecoverable from them.  The sufferers are the innocent passengers and loss is 

incurred to the Railways since full refunds are automatically effected for all such wait 

listed E-tickets most of which are rather used than refunded. 

 

Action taken: 

 

Letter No.ECoR/TA/SI/TIA/E-tkt/WAT/1837 dated 02.06.10 has been written to 

CCM (PMS)/BBS by Sr.AFA(T)/BBS with some important proposals to combat such 

misuse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        THERE IS ONE CASTE, THE CASTE OF HUMANITY  

                                   THERE IS ONE LANGUAGE, THE LANGUAGE OF HEART 

                                   THERE IS ONE RELIGION, THE RELIGION OF LOVE 

&  

THERE IS ONE GOD, OMNIPOTENT, OMNICIENT AND OMNIPRESENT  
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E-PAYMENT-AN INSIDER’s 

PERSPECTIVE 

  Jyoti Ranjan Sarangi 

                     Senior FOIS Inspector 
        ECoR 

 

Now-a-days internet banking is accessible at ones fingertips. Leave aside the big 

shopping malls; even the medium-sized shops are having swipe machines through 

which payment can be effected through credit card or debit card. At this pace it will 

not be surprising if the betel shops also switch over to this mode within a year or two. 

Apart from the embedded convenience of transactions, the ubiquity becomes apparent 

for the simple fact that, the electronic mode of payment obviates the possibility of 

receiving any fake currency notes, which has become rampant to an ominous degree. 

So the natural query crops up, what is the big deal about e-payment of freight in IR?  

Obviously, the distinguishing features are the comparatively large amount of 

money involved & the mindset of a gigantic organization like Railway to adapt to 

transacting in this mode of invisible & intangible instrument of payment. 

The primary advantages of e-payment, which are rather well known facts, may 

be enumerated as: 

 The duration of realization of the money to Railways‟ account has been drastically 

reduced from the barest minimum of 03 minutes to a couple of days, unlike the 

conventional procedure which used to take anything between 15 to 20 days for 

ultimate „credit‟ to Railways‟ account. 

 The cumbersome task of putting the cash bag in cash safe & delivering the cash safe at 

the nominated cash office will become obsolete & this will entail a huge amount of 

saving of precious manpower. It would be analogous to the scenario subsequent to 

introduction of salary of employees through Bank. The earlier practices of carrying the 

staff salary with a cashier and a number of RPF as escorts sound somewhat primitive. 

 The internal checks will be significantly simpler & transparent. 

 This will earn enormous goodwill among the Customers for hassle free transactions. 
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 Like all good things it has also certain inherent weakness that needs to be 

addressed, in order to make the entire scheme a win-win situation. Before embarking 

on the nitty-gritty of the system and challenges posed by it, a little bit of summing up 

of the current status of e-payment in ECoR may be deemed appropriate. At present 

about 55% of the total originating freight gets credited to Railway‟s account through e-

mode. As you are aware CONCOR has already started doing all its business with 

Railway through e-banking. Perhaps by the time this article is printed, all other private 

container operators would have been brought in to the ambit of mandatory e-payment 

of haulage charges ( 25
th

 September is the cut-off date after which the haulage charges 

for all container operations would be collected through e-payment only). The tri-partite 

agreements with the FCI & Power Houses who constitute a substantial chunk of ECoR‟s 

freight are approaching finalization. By the end of this calendar year, it is reasonably 

expected that 90% of the total originating freight would be collected through e-

payment.  

         It is proposed to confine the scope of this article to an examination of the 

following issues for a fair appreciation of the intricacies in the mechanism involved in 

collection & accountal. 

a- Sufficiency of Cash balance in Customers‟ account. 

b- Discrepancy in RR amount & freight collected amount. 

c- Freight paid by DD & amount showing pending in system. 

d- Unauthorized deduction of charges like Demurrage through e-payment. 

e- Accountal on accrual basis or realization basis. 

 

(a) Cash balance in customer‟s account- Whenever a command for collection is 

given by the operator to collect the cash, the transfer of cash is supposed to take 

place within a time span of 150 seconds or some remarks ought to be displayed in the 

designated column, in the eventuality of the transfer not being materialized. However, 

there has not been a single instance when system has ever shown any remark which 

explicitly indicates the insufficiency of cash balance of the customer‟s account.  CRIS 

was apprised of the matter & any concrete reply is awaited. There is categorical 

provision in the Rate circular that if such a remark appear i.e. insufficiency of fund the 

transaction is to be treated at par with “to-pay” RRs & due surcharges are to be levied. 

In ECoR certain cases are available where to-pay surcharges /detention charges have 
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been collected even though no remark regarding insufficiency of cash has appeared in 

the reasons for non-realization.  
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The rate circular has stated very unambiguously that whenever any defaulter in 

transfer takes place the SrDCM has the discretionary power to demand the “credit” of 

the amount from the Banker & the Banker is legally bound to comply within 3 working 

days of the receipt of such a written letter. So far there has not been a single instance 

of any SrDCM exercising such discretionary power. On the other hand the customers 

have been subjected to the levy of surcharge in a roughshod manner. Recently a 

report is being generated in webpage where the „days‟ taken for transfer of freight 

amount to Railways account can be ascertained in RB:398(E-payment Collection 

Summary ) 

 

Here there is scope for an amendment of rules by taking the mutually beneficial 

factors in to consideration. A time period ought to be fixed after the expiry of which if 

transfer of cash does not materialize a penal charge may be levied. The existing 

provision of levy of “to-pay” surcharge is not applicable to e-RRs. Only when the BG/LC 

limit is exceeded & a command is given for collection the system pops up a message 

that “only To-Pay  RR can be generated” & at this stage only the question of issuing 

“To-Pay” RR arises.  

 

(b) Discrepancy in freight amount- There has been two to three occasions from the 

beginning of e-payment (Feb-2008 at PRPL) when the system behaved unpredictably 

erratically. The freight amount collected was less than the amount generated in RR but 

system allowed the generation & print-out of the RR. The damage was immediately 

controlled & CRIS detected this error & alerted the zone regarding this matter. 

However, this puts a question mark on the credibility of the software. Due checks & 

balances may be reinforced at CRIS end to eliminate any such probability. A periodical 

statement displaying the „RR amount‟ & „credited‟ amount may fulfill this purpose.   

 

(c) Freight paid by DD & amount showing as pending- The incorrect interpretation 

of rule on the part of the executives has resulted in a peculiar scenario. This is related 

to issues outlined in item (a). The overzealousness of the executives at WAT & KUR 

has occasioned the collection of the freight amount through DD even though the 

command for e-payment was already given by the concerned TMS operator. The two 

instances are (i) Ex-HPCV-HPCS, RR No-242000039 dt-16.7.10 (ii) Ex-BCMT-PVRD, RR 

No-242000004 dt-14.8.10 Rs 65,43,280/-. 
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The practicable solution to this lies in fixing a time limit for clearance of outstanding 

freight otherwise a clear ruling (Rate Circular) must be there for the situations 

attracting penal charges. 

d) Unauthorized deduction of charges like Demurrage through e-payment: In the 

guidelines for e-payment Para.2 under scope of e-payment it has been stated that 

„Payment under e-pay. scheme will be limited to freight charges at present. Railway 

may consider payment of other charges through e-payment at later state. Rate 

Circular-55 of 2009 has authorized „Siding charges for originating station so fixed 

should be included in the invoice along with Freight instead of being separately 

collected from the owner‟. In the tri-partite agreement it is stated that only Freight 

amount is to be collected through e-payment. Implicitly, this authorizes only the 

collection of Freight & siding charges through e-payment. In contravention to this 

certain instances of collection of other Railway dues have surfaced in recent past. This 

is a rather disturbing trend and may affect the popularization of e-payment among the 

existing as well as potential customers. At SCPM against RR No-261000086 dt-24.8.10 

Rs22, 35,300/- was collected towards Demurrage. 

(e)  Accountal on accrual /realization basis: Being a Government organization it is 

imperative to account the cash on the day the amount is credited to Railways‟ account 

i.e. the day RR is generated in conformity to the norms set by. Government 

Accounting Rules (GAR). However, when the RR is generated having the 8
th

 digit (2nd 

from left) 4 that indicates the delayed payment, the entire conventional mode of 

accrual-based accounting fails to cope up with the situation. Three distinct 

possibilities are there (i) the date of actual loading /invoice date (ii) date of issue of RR 

(iii) date railways‟ account get credited. This necessitates a re-look at the traditional 

practices & underscores the need for a hi-bred system. The situation tends to become 

critical, particularly when the RR date is around the end of the month but the actual 

transfer takes place in the next month. The options are clear i.e. to keep the amount 

in suspense account (outstanding) for the month of issue of RR or to treat it as 

realized amount since the receipt of the amount is guaranteed by LC/BG. 
 

Prior to concluding this article it is worth mentioning that we must reap the benefits 

of the system by harnessing the accountal procedures to be compatible with the full-

fledged functioning of TMS, with expected collection of originating revenue going to 

the extent of 90% of the total earnings. A first step would be by replacing the 

outdated mode of CR Note accountal. The necessity of demanding for a signed copy 

of the e-payment advice is almost redundant. When in the Provident Fund Passbook 

we declare that no signature is required since this is a computer generated statement. 
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The same cyber-rule governing digital transaction/e-governance is equally applicable 

to e-payment advice.  
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The insistence on getting a signed & stamped copy of the e-payment advice that can 

very well be generated/cross-checked by the accounts office & cash office is 

apparently superfluous. It is equally irrelevant for all those Terminals to waste 

precious manpower for dispatching the e-payment advice, that is available at any 

internet enabled PC. Locations, where 100% payment is made through e-mode can 

very well be brought in to an innovative mechanism by which a new beginning can be 

made in the paradigm shift that will dawn with the digital age in accounting system. 

ECoR may play a pioneering role by becoming a trend-setter in this direction. 
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GUIDELINES : E-PAYMENT SYSTEM 

 

Authority :– Railway Board’s Rate Circular No. 39/2008. 

 

Following guidelines for implementation of Electronic Payment System for collection of 

freight charges through E-banking for customers with banking arrangements with 

Nationalized Banks and opting to enter the scheme are issued in supersession of 

various guidelines issued on the subject from time. 
 

1.  E-Payment Scheme : 
 

1.1. This scheme provides a facility to rail users to make payment of freight charges 

directly from their Bank account to Railway‟s Bank Account through electronic means.  

Railway aims to promote this mode of payment by their customers. 
 

2.  Scope. 
 

2.1  Payment under e-payment scheme will be limited to payment of freight charges at 

present. Railway may consider payment of other charges through e-payment at a later 

stage. 

2.2 This facility will be available only at terminals where Technical Management System 

(TMS) has been commissioned. 
 

3.  Eligibility : 
 

3.1 Any rail customer having regular business with Railway may apply to the Chief 

Commercial Manager (CCM) of the Zonal Railway on which the booking station is 

located (hereinafter referred to as „the Railway‟). 

3.2  It will be at the sole discretion of the Railway Administration (CCM in consultation 

with FA&CAO of the originating railway to accept or reject a request for electronic 

payment of freight charges through E-Payment system. 

 

3.3  Major customers like FCI, Power Houses and container train operators, operating 

from more than one locations, may nominate one nodal branch of the Bank for transfer 

of funds in respect of all the transactions taking place at different stations of the 

Railway.  They will, however, need to apply for this facility to each zonal Railway 

concerned separately. 
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3.4 Acceptance of a proposal for instruction of e-payment facility shall be subject to an 

undertaking by the customer through a Tri Partite Agreement to abide by the 

conditions laid down in the E-Payment scheme and any other conditions that the Zonal 

Railway may decide and add. 

 

4.  Tripartite Agreement . 
 

4.1 A Tripartite agreement will be entered into by the Railway, Nationalised Bank 

(hereinafter referred to as „the Bank) and the customer, incorporating the provisions of 

this guideline and details of all other arrangements required for operating the E-

Payment system.  In order to authorize the Bank to collect funds (freight charges) from 

the consignor‟s bank account maintained with them and transfer the same to Railway‟s 

Account. 
 

5.  Requirement of Letter of Credit/Bank Guarantee. 
 

5.1 LC and BG mentioned in this section is designed to be a security to enable Railways 

to issue Paid E-RRs even in cases in which no positive electronic confirmation is 

received by Railway about the freight charges having been transferred from the 

customer‟s Bank account to Railway‟s bank account. 

 

5.2 Customers intending to opt for e-payment facility will be required to open an 

irrevocable Letter of Credit (LC) in favour of the Railway at a branch of a bank mutually 

agreed upon by the customer and Zonal Railway for an amount equivalent to 5 (five) 

days of average freight paid by the customer to the Railway during the Busy Season in 

the last financial year, or a higher amount if so agreed mutually between the customer 

and the Railway. 

 
5.3 The LC should be valid for 12 months from the date of commissioning of the e-

payment facility with a provision permitting its encashment upto 15 days after the 

validity period of LC, if required. 

 

5.4 Customers will need to provide a fresh LC or arrange to extend the validity of the 

existing LC before the expiry of the 12 months period. 
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5.5  Zonal Railways need to be vigilant about the expiry dates of LC and their validity 

so that E-Payment system does not come to a stop. 
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5.6  Normally LC should be the preferred mode of security.  However, in lieu of the LC 

as described in the preceding Paras, customers may also furnish a Bank Guarantee (BG) 

on similar terms as set forth  for LC.  Decision to allow Bank Guarantee in place of LC 

will be taken by FA&CAO and CCM of the concerned Zonal Railway ensuring that 

Railway‟s financial interests are secured. 

 

6.   Internal procedure in Railway’s field offices. 

 

 6.1 CCM and FA&CAO/TA of the originating railway will have the authority to 

add/delete rail customers allowed to make payment of freight charges through the 

mechanism of e-payment.  They will communicate this information together with details 

of the bank branch opted by them, account number, LC/BG number and its validity 

period to CAO, FOIS for it to be maintained in the FOIS database. 

 

6.2   A separate category of Railway Receipts (RR) called “E-RR”, which may be „paid‟ or 

“To Pay”, will be used under the e-payment Scheme.  E-RR will be distinct from the 

existing types of RR, namely Paid, To-Pay and Paid To-Pay.  Para 1451 (d) of 

Commercial Manual Volume II has been modified accordingly.  Similarly, Para 3.1 of 

master policy circular No. 2003/C&IS/FOIS/Progress dated 10.02.2004 issued on 

computerization of Railway Receipts (RRs) under the Terminal Management System of 

FOIS shall stand modified and 8
th

 digit RR number with the figure 4 will denote Paid E-

RR issued against LC/BG coverage, figure 5 will denote To-Pay E-RR and figure 6 will 

denote Paid E-RR issued against normal freight transaction through party‟s account. 

 

6.3  Under this scheme, the goods clerk will give a command to the system to prompt 

the bank for collection of freight charges through e-payment system.  The bank on 

receipt of such an advice through TMS will collect funds from customer‟s account and 

electronically credit the same to Railways account during business hours or at the start 

of the next business day if such a transaction takes place after close of business hours. 

 

6.4   Normally a request from FOIS to the Bank for electronic payment will be 

responded within 150 seconds.  In cases where this time limit is exceeded, procedure 

outlined in the section dealing with Procedures in case of Exigencies will be invoked. 

 

6.5   The command requesting collection of freight against a particular transaction will 

include its complete details viz. invoice number, date of loading (i.e date of generation 
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of invoice number by the system), station from, station to, commodity, names of 

consignor and consignee, freight charges due, name and code of the bank, LC/BG 

number with validity period and system‟s date and time of triggering this task to the 

interface device between TMS and the bank. 
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6.6   After successful collection of the requisite amount, the bank will communicate its 

confirmation in an encrypted form including all the booking details viz., invoice 

number, date of loading (i.e date of generation of invoice number of TIMS, station 

from, station to, commodity, names of consignor and consignee, freight charges 

credited and to be credited to the designated account of the FA&CAO of the originating 

loading station, name and code of the bank and system‟s date and time of effecting 

this transaction to the CRIS interface, which in turn will communicate these details to 

the loading point through TMS. 

 

6.7  At the loading point (TMS device location), the system will display a message 

confirming successful completion of transaction to the terminal operator. 

 

6.8 Transaction ID given by the Bank, FOIS transaction time, Customer Code, LC/BG 

Number, validity period of LC/BG, Customer Bank branch and Branch code, Railway‟s 

Bank Account Number, Bank‟s name and Branch Code shall be printed on RR generated 

through E-payment.  One copy of RR shall be dispatched by the station to cash office 

along with cash remittance note and will be treated as challan. 

 

6.9  If a positive confirmation of collection of freight charges from Bank is received in 

response to a transaction for collection of freight charges, TMS will permit issue of a 

„Paid E-RR‟.  However, if bank sends a message of insufficient funds, system will issue 

To-Pay E-RR.  
 

6.10  If no message is received from the Bank within 150 seconds for any reason 

whatever, then system will issue a Paid E-RR subject  to conditions laid down in Para-8 

procedure in case of exigencies. 

6.11  The Bank shall generate a daily list of transaction incorporating all details given 

in para 6.5 above which shall be sent to focal point branch of the banker of the 

originating railway and „Remittance in Bank‟ section of HQ books section shall 

reconcile the transactions based on daily listing received through FPB and treasury 

remittance note (one earmarked copy of RR) received from Cash Office.  
 

6.12  At the close of each day at 24.00 hrs, based on transaction messages received 

from TMS and the Bank, the interface will generate a transaction wise reconciliation 

report for the information of FA&CAO/TA and COM/FS of both originating and 

terminating Railways.  FA&CAO/ta and CCM/FS of both originating and terminating 

Railways.  FA&CA/TA and CCM/FS of the respective zonal railways will also get a daily 
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statement from TMS in respect of station-wise successful transactions made on each 

day up to 24.00 hours on the previous day for re-conciliation with the Bank‟s 

statement.  Copy of these statements will also be given to the consignor for 

reconciliation at their end.  However, reconciliation procedure for remittance into bank 

transaction in the Books section shall be as per FPB scheme as per Para 6.11. 
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6.13  Electronic payment system will be a 24x7 facility under which transactions will be 

made round the clock and on all the days of the year.  Freight received till the close of 

the Business Hours of the Bank branch (to be specified in the Tri-partite Agreement) 

under this arrangement shall be accounted for on the same working day for the 

purpose of financial settlement between the Bank and Railways.  However, payments 

received electronically after the close of business hours of the Bank branch would be 

credited to the designated account of FA&CAO of the originating Railway in the next 

working day‟s receipts. 
 

6.14  After entering into the agreement for E-Payment of freight, Railway will be 

entitled to claim and recover from the Bank issuing LC/BG funds equal to the amount 

of the LC/BG at any time towards freight charges recoverable.  Modalities regarding 

filling such claims by the Railways and payment towards them by the bank, period of 

validity of LC/BG as well as other details in this regard should be incorporated in the 

Tri-Partite Agreement. 
 

6.15  The bank will function in accordance with the Focal Point Branch (FPB) scheme for 

reporting, reconciliation and settlement of such transactions, which will also be 

incorporated in the Tripartite Agreement.  
 

6.16  In case of opening of polling account, guidelines issued vide Board‟s letter No. 

2007/AC-II/45/12 Dated 16.01.08 & 21.01.08 (and amendments issued from time to 

time) may be followed (copies of existing instructions are enclosed as annexure I(A) & 

1(B). 

 

6.17  Zonal Railways will furnish the Data as prescribed in annexure I(C) to CRIS/FOIS 

along with the copy of tripartite agreement to commission E-Payment. 

 

7.  Procedure in Accounts. 

 

7.1   Cash office shall treat the payment advice in form of earmarked copy of E-RR as 

TR note for the purpose of accounting and reporting. 

 

7.2  In Traffic Accounts Office, the present practice of checking the credits taken by 

stations in their balance sheet for bank remittances with reference to cash check sheet 

prepared by cash offices shall continue.  Likewise, the practice of reconciliation of 

remittances into bank being done with the daily scrolls and date wise monthly 

statements received from focal point branch and that of latter with the clearance memo 
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received from RBI, CAS Nagpur shall continue.  There shall be  Bank system generated 

daily statement stating details of the total freight accrued, total freight credited on that 

day and amount to be credited on the next working day.  These daily statements 

should be available on TMS for information of  station/s concerned and reconciliation 

by and Traffic Accounts Office.  
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7.3  The amount of freight so collected by the Bank shall be settled with RBI, CAS 

Nagpur in line with the applicable procedure/guidelines as may be prescribed by RBI 

from time to time. 
 

8. Procedure in case of exigencies. 
 

8.1  Paid E-RR can be issued in case there is a failure of communication between the 

FOIS, CRIS and Bank server either before any transaction details can be sent to the 

bank or after a transaction message is sent for payment and consequently no 

confirmation for transfer of funds or otherwise is received at the TMS location. 
 

8.2 The Rupee amount of the LC/BG would be the upper limit for which Paid E-RR can 

be issued by the System without receiving any positive confirmation from the Bank 

regarding collection of funds from the customer. 

 

8.3 TMS will maintain a „Payment pending List‟ to indicate the freight amount and 

other relevant details about the paid E-RRs issued without a positive confirmation from 

the Bank about transfer of funds.  All transactions included in the Payment Pending List 

indicate the freight amounts due to Railway on account of E-RRs issued without 

positive confirmation from the Bank.  

 

8.4 TMS will ensure that the cumulative online Rupee amount indicated in the payment 

pending list must never be allowed to exceed the amount of LC/BG. 
 

8.5 A facility would be provided to send a system generated alert message whenever 

possible to the concerned authorities (specified in the Tri-partite Agreement) both by 

Bank and FOIS systems.  The goods clerk/system will send request for E-Payment to 

Bank every hour till fund collection advice (successful transaction message) is received 

from the Bank.  The corresponding transaction, thereafter, will be taken off the 

payment pending List duly adjusting the corresponding on-line balance Rupee amount 

of LC. 
 

8.6 In case there is a failure at the system end either for Bank or for FOIS servers, likely 

rectification time, whenever practical, should be indicated either through email or 

telephone to the concerned authorities listed in the Tri-partite Agreement. 

 

8.7 In case a consignment is booked under e-payment scheme, diversion or dump 

depot booking of such consignments shall not be made till the relevant software is 

ready.  Till that time, such transactions will have to be accounted for manually. 
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8.8 If the TMS devise of the loading point fails to function at any stage, the Sr. DCM of 

the division, over which the loading station lies, will ensure that the requisite data are 

fed in the system through the proxy reporting from the adjoining location or divisional 

control office and that the RR is generated in TMS system and freight collected through 

e-banking well in time.  However, RR will be printed at the goods originating point only 

on restoration of normal operation.  Such transactions will be accounted for in 

originating station‟s balance sheet. 
 

8.9  In cases a failure is anticipated to last for more than five days, CCM of the 

concerned Railway will be apprised and he will decide whether to declare this failure as 

a prolonged Failure.  If a failure is declared as a Prolonged Failure by the CCM, E-

Payment facility will be discontinued and payment shall be arranged by the Customer 

as per conventional system.  In all such cases, E-Payment system will be reintroduced 

through a notification by the concerned CCM based on a written certification by the 

Bank and CRIS/FOIS. 
 

8.10  In case limit of rupee amount of LC/BG has been fully exhausted, then E-Payment 

facility will be automatically discontinued and payment shall be arranged by the 

Customer as per conventional system.  In all such cases, E-payment system will 

recommence after availability of necessary rupee amount for processing subsequent 

RRs. 

9.  Withdrawl/Termination. 
 

9.1 In case of frequent system failures leading to lack of communication between the 

TMS and the Bank, the electronic payment facility will be withdrawn in respect of such 

party by the Railway and manual system of payment shall be introduced.  Railways will 

give a notice of 14 days from the date of issue to the party and the bank before 

terminating the Tripartite Agreement.  Termination of Tripartite Agreement can also be 

done either by the consignor or the bank after giving a similar notice of 14 days. 
 

10.  Miscellaneous : 

10.1  Any other master policy circular issued for implementation of Terminal 

Management System (TMS) shall be read in conjunction with this circular. 

 

10.2  Any disputes regarding levy of To Pay surcharge etc. will be resolved by General 

Manager of the Railway. 
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10.3  A team of two officers representing the Commercial and the Accounts 

Department should be nominated by the Zonal Railways to CAO/FOIS/CRIS office for 

operationalisation of E-Payment with at least one customer. 
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DIVERSION DEBITS 
 

R.K.Bhanja 
Sr. TIA/HQ 

 
 

Freight earnings are apportioned by the RITES under CAS amongst the Railways on the 

basis of distance involved as per booked route.  Booked route can either be the 

shortest route or the rationalized route.  On introduction of  RMS (FOIS) it has become 

easy to assess the actual movement of rakes via various inter changing points of 

Railways.  A comparison of the data collected from RMs for carried route of Goods 

traffic with that of apportionment data provided by the RITES for booked route of such 

traffic gives the cases of diversions.  Thus „Diversions‟ are nothing but handling over 

of Goods trains at inter-changing points other than the scheduled ones by carrying 

those other than their booked route.  As stated earlier, booked route is the shortest 

route in almost all cases (except cases involving rationalized routes).  So diversion 

involves running of freight trains over a longer route, though the freight is collected 

for lesser distance.  There are cases when trains are carried for a distance equal to or 

more than thrice the distance for which freight has been collected.  (E.g Rakes 

originated from BPH/BPJN area of SECR to VZP of ECoR booked via JSG, SBP, TIG-570 

Kms but carried via BSP, NGP, BPQ, DVD-1627 Kms.).  A diversion occurring out of 

forced circumstances like breach of communication or accidents etc. is unavoidable 

and has to be borne by the Railway.  But diversions on regular basis other than the 

ones stated above is against any financial prudence, because such diversions not only 

causes losses to Railways for the simple reason, operating costs are getting increased 

and at times becoming more than the revenue earned from such traffic but also 

adversely affecting the wagons turn round to a great extent.  In addition to the above 

stated two drawback, ECoR is suffering another peculiar situation like a forced 

diversion caused by another diversion e.g coal rakes originated from BRJN area of SECR 

booked to VZP are supposed to be carried via JSG, SBP, TIG but the rakes are diverted 

via-R, TIG.  As a result of such diversions R-TIG section is getting congested and rakes 

originated from VZP and scheduled to be carried Via TIG, R are being carried via the 

DVD-BPQ section of S.C.Railway.  The peculiarity is that ECoR is facing debits both for 

carrying and for not carrying traffic via the R-TIG section.   

 

ECoR is facing huge debits on account of the following diversions. 
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(i) Traffic originated from CBSP & VZP area and booked via SBP, JSG are being handed 

over at BHC largely due to non-availability of diesel locos. 

(ii) Traffic originated from VZP area and booked via TIG-R but carried via DVD-BPQ of 

S.C.Railway for non-availability of diesel locos and congestion of R-TIG section 

caused by SECR‟s diversion. 
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(iii) Inward traffic from SECR and SER to stations on mainline of BHC-VZM booked via – 

JSG, SBP, TLHD but carried via JSG-KGP-BHC for non-availability of diesel locos. 

(iv) Inward traffic from SECR booked via JSG-SBP-TIG but carried via R-TIG, or R-G-BPQ-

DVD or R-NGP-BPQ-DVD for reasons not known. 

 
All these can be termed as inefficient operations and needs to be tackled through 

internal mechanism for operation audit, Finance Department should concentrate more 

on highlighting such inefficient operations instead of trying to increase the earnings by 

way of diversion debits. Diversions arising out of forced reasons, such as non-

availability of diesel locos and traffic congestion in single line sections should be 

brought to the notice of Railway Board as a valid reason for rationalization of such 

route or a valid reason for demand to upgrade line capacity by way of 

doubling/trebling and for electrification of feeding sections to eradicate bottlenecks in 

operations.  Diversions debits are in different share of each Railways earnings based on 

the proportion of distance carried and the amount of earning apportioned to such 

Railways by RITES under CAS. 

 

TIAs’ ROLE: 

 

TIAs are well conversant with various sections of Indian Railways for booking of Goods 

Traffic either via shortest distance or through rationalized routes.  They are the staff 

who can easily detect such inefficient operations caused by the diversions and can 

ensure highlighting of diversions cause for other than any valid reasons.  So far their 

role has been largely confined to the internal assessment of accuracy of accountal and 

collection of fares and freights by way of spot checking to supplement the checks 

conducted by Traffic Accounts.   

 

But with the computerization of collection and accountal of fares and freights by way 

of PRS/UTS, TMS,PMS the role of TIA is getting reduced in that area, at the same time 

with the many fold increase in the volume of traffic particularly in freight originated 

Railways like SECR, SER, ECoR & SER the role of TIAs can be redefined towards some 

sort of operations audit mechanism to arrest inefficient operations caused by diversion 

of goods traffic. 
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WORK STUDY REPORT ON FINANCIAL LOSS IN PARCEL 

TRAFFIC DUE TO NON-FUNCTIONING OF WEIGHING 

MACHINES OVER KUR DIVISION 

 

   U.K.Rout 
Sr.TIA/BBS 

 

A. PREAMBLE: 
 

It is essential to weigh all parcel & luggage consignments before they are booked so 

that the freight to be paid to the Railways is calculated correctly.  It may be worth 

mentioning that underweight and overweight should be avoided because the Railway 

loses its legitimate revenue on account of underweighment of consignment.  On the 

contrary over weight will result  in payment of spurious claims. 
 

Therefore, Weighing Machines are important & indispensible part of the parcel offices, 

as weighment of Parcel/Luggage consignments forms the very basis of charging parcel 

traffic.  But due to non-operation of the weighing machines the transactions are going 

on SWA basis since a long time, causing recurring losses to Railway. 
 

Para-810 of Commercial Manual Vol-I and Para-951 and 941 of Commercial Manual Vol-

II says that all luggage and parcels must be correctly weighed/reweighed by parcel 

office (Annexure-„C‟).  But this could not have been adhered to due to non availability 

of weighing machines at most of the parcel loading/unloading stations leading to 

concurrent leakage of Railway revenue.   

 

B.  CRUX OF THE PROBLEM : 

 

Out of the total number of 78 weighing machines installed at different parcel offices 

over KUR Division, it is known that 65 numbers of weighing machines have turned 

defunct (beyond repair).  As a result, weighment of parcel consignments at most of the 

stations of KUR division has been paralysed since long, breeding ample scope for 

leakage of revenue in terms of non realization of undercharges & the traders might be 

taking undue advantage of the system failure.   
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C.  APPARENT LOSS OF REVENUE : 

 

a)  A sample study at KUR parcel office on ½.07.2010 revealed high discrepancies in 

weight of consignment booked from HWH in respect of bulky consignments not only 

by weight but also by measurement.  The particular of sample re-weighment & the 

connected undercharges as noticed during weighment was Rs. 4408.00.  
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b) Under charges collected at CTC parcel office, where weighing machine is in working 

order and regular reweighment of inward packages are being undertaken during last 

three months i.e March‟10 to May‟10 was Rs.60664/- (Rupees Sixty thousand six 

hundred and sixty four only).  On the same line it may be presumed that transactions 

at major stations over KUR Division where no re-weighment are done due to non 

functioning of weighing machines, approximate annual revenues loss of more than Rs. 

13 lakhs might  be occurring in terms of non-realisation of undercharges on inward 

transaction alone.  Working sheet is enclosed for appreciation please. 

c) In respect of outward booking, the amount of loss cannot be ascertained as the 

consignments are booked on „Sender‟s Weight Accepted‟ basis. 

d) Besides, huge lease consignments are loaded/unloaded every day at BBS, BAM and 

PUI.  The average annual weight dealt in is 355690 quintals approximately for which, 

due to non availability of weighing machines test weighment by the Parcel office is not 

possible. 

 
D.  APPARENT CAUSES :- 

 

a)  As envisaged in Para-1434 of Commercial Manual Vol-II all weighing machines 

should be periodically tested by Mechanical Department. But no initiatives appear to 

have been taken for repair of the machines which has aggravated the situation. 

b) As per available records all the weighing machines are understood to have been 

manufactured during the year 1978 to 1988.  As such, they have crossed their codal 

life of 20 years but no timely action has been taken for condemnation of the same and 

procurement of new ones. 
 

c) The ownership of the weighing machines lies with the Commercial Department.  

They are not only the custodian of the weighing machines but carry out their day-to-

day parcel transactions with their help.  Normally, condemnation and procurement has 

to be done by Commercial Department. 
 

In this regard, after a lapse of almost three years, guidelines were sought by Sr. 

DCM/KUR from HQ on 31.03.2010 to which Dy. CCM (G)/HQ vide his letter No. CCM/P 

weighing/345/07/Part-I/9-10, dtd. 12.04.10 clarified that procurement, installation 
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and maintenance of Weighing Machines should be initiated by the Commercial.  But the 

irony of fate is that it is not materialized till date. 
 

d)  It is noticed that the machines have started defuncting with the introduction of 

private leasing of parcel consignments. Hence, a role of any racket of vested interest 

cannot be dispensed with, which needs investigation. 
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E.  SUGGESTIONS FOR REMEDY : 
 

a) Immediate condemnation of defective Weighing Machines, procurement and 

installation of new ones should be initiated by the Commercial Department. 

b) Electronic Parcel Weighing Machines should be procured in place of manual ones for 

better result. 

c) Regular touch should be maintained with Legal Metrology Department for 

verification and stamping of Weighing Machines to satisfy legal aspects. 

d) Till the restoration/installation of proper Weighing machines, the machines available 

at stations having negligible/nil parcel transactions (such as RTN, BRAG, KNPR, KED, 

MZZ, BUDR, DEG and TPG etc) may be shifted to major parcel units to save further 

loss.  

Trend of Parcel Traffic of major stations – KUR Division 
 

 
STATION 

 
MONTH 

OUTWARD INWARD  
REMARKS No. of 

Packages 
Wt. in Quintals No. of 

packages 
Wt. in 

Quintals 

 
BBS 

March’10 43536 17898 32462 8604  
 
 

No  
undercharge 

April’10 33732 12140 39571 9032 

May’10 33825 12083 35703 9137 

Total 111093 42121 107736 26773 

 
PURI 

March’10 12038 7217 3895 2337 

April’10 11289 6718 2860 1716 

May’10 10315 6216 2743 1646 

Total 33642 20151 9498 5699 

 
BAM 

March’10 9328 3319 14364 8670 

April’10 8481 2704 13728 8207 

May’10 7518 2758 12760 7579 

Total 25327 8781 40852 24456 

 
KUR 

March’10 13587 6734 23720 10837 

April’10 15227 7335 20038 9231 

May’10 17096 7756 22097 9948 

Total 45910 21825 65855 30016 

 
BHC 

March’10 202 93 2373 1159 

April’10 149 72 2294 1052 

May’10 146 87 1907 954 

Total 497 252 6574 3165 

 
JJKR 

March’10 277 257 714 361 

April’10 92 141 810 353 
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May’10 71 248 1026 533 

Total 440 646 2550 1247 

A. Where weighing machine is available 

 
CTC 

March’10 3356 1383 24353 4963  
Undercharge Rs. 

60,664/- 
April’10 2973 1050 21373 5774 

May’10 2666 909 16796 5533 

Total 8995 3342 62522 16270 

 
:  Helped by Sri C.Mohanty and H.Praharaj in collection of data : 
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THE RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT-2005 

An extract and an Overview 

 

What it is ? 

 

 It is an act to provide for setting out the practical regime of Right to Information for 

citizens to secure access to information under the control of public authorities, in 

order to promote transparency and accountability in the working of every public 

authority, the Constitution of Central Information Commission and State Information 

Commission and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. 

 

         Why it is ? 

 

 Whereas, the Constitution of India has established the Democratic Republic; 

  

 And whereas, Democracy requires an informed citizenly and transparency of 

information which are vital to its functioning and also to contain corruption and to 

hold Governments and there instrumentalities accountable to the governed. 

 

 And whereas, revelation of information in actual practice is likely to conflict with other 

public interest including efficient operations of the Government, optimum use of 

limited fiscal resources and preservation of confidentiality of sensitive information; 

  

 And whereas, it is necessary to harmonize these conflicting interest while preserving 

the paramountcy of the Democratic ideal; 

 

 Therefore, it is expedient to provide for furnishing certain information to citizens who 

desire to have it. 

 

       Short title, extent and commencement:- 
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 1.  This Act may be called The Right to Information Act – 2005 (22 of 2005) 

 2.  It extent to the whole of India except the State of Jammu & Kashmir. 

   3. The provisions of sub-section (1) of section 4, sub-sections (1) and (2) of Section 5, 

Sections 12,13,15,16,24,27 and 28 shall come into force at one, and the 

remaining provisions of this Act shall come into force on the one hundred and 

twentieth day of its enactment. 
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     Obligation of Public Authorities:- Every public authority shall  

 

 Maintain all its records duly catalogued and indexed in a manner and the form which 

facilitates the right to information under this Act and ensure that all records that are 

appropriate to be computerized are, within a reasonable time and subject to availability 

of resources, computerized and connected through a network all over the country on 

different systems so that access to such records is facilitated. 

 

     Request for obtaining information: 

  

A person, who desires to obtain any information under this Act, shall make a request in 

writing or through electronic means in English or Hindi or in the official language of the 

area in which the application is being made, accompanying such fee as may be 

prescribed, to –  

(a) The Central Public Information Officer or State Public Information Officer, as the case 

may be, of the concerned public authority; 

(b) The Central Assistant Public Information Officer or State Public Information Officer, 

as the case may be. 

Specifying the particulars of the information sought by him or her; 
 

Disposal of request:- 
 

Subject to the proviso to the sub-section (2)of Section 5 or the proviso to sub-section (3) 

of Section 6, the Central Public Information Officer or State Public Information Officer, 

as the case may be, on receipt of a request under section 6 shall, as expeditiously as 

possible, and in any case within thirty days of the receipt of the request, either provide 

the information on payment of such fee as may be prescribed or reject the request for 

any of the reasons specified in Sections  8  and 9: 

 

Provided that where the information sought for concerns the life or liberty or a person, 

the same shall be provided within forty-eight hours of the receipt of the request. 

 

Exemption from disclosure of information:- 
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Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, there shall be no obligation to give any 

citizen. 

 

Information, disclosure of which would prejudicially affect the sovereignty and integrity 

of India, the security, strategic, scientific or economic interests of the State, relation 

with foreign State or lead to incitement of an offence. 

 

For more detail log on to www.eastcoastrailway.gov.in under RTI 
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OFFENCES UNDER THE RAILWAYS ACT-1989 

Sections Nature of offences Punishment 
137 Fraudulently travelling without proper ticket 

or pass 
Imprisonment upto six months or fine upto Rs.1000/- 
minimum Rs. 500/- or both. 

141 Interfering with means of communication 
such as alarm chain pulling in a train. 

Imprisonment upto one year or fine upto Rs. 5000/- or 
both. 

142 Unauthorised transfer of tickets Imprisonment upto three months or fine upto Rs. 500/- or 
both 

143 Unauthorised carrying on business of 
procuring and supply of railway tickets. 

Imprison upto three years – 
Minimum one month – or fine upto Rs. 10,000/- 
minimum Rs. 5000/- or both. 

144 Hawking and begging in trains and railway 
premises. 

Imprisonment upto one year or fine upto Rs. 2000/- 
minimum Rs. 1,000/- or both. 

145 Drunkenness or nuisance in trains and railway 
premises. 

Imprisonment upto six months with fine of Rs. 500/- First 
offence fine Rs. 1000/- For subsequent offence 
imprisonment upto one month and fine upto Rs. 250/- 

146 Obstructing railway servant in his duties Imprisonment upto six months or fine upto Rs. 1,000/- or 
both. 

147 Trespass on the Railways Imprisonment upto six months or fine upto Rs. 1,000/- 
minimum Rs. 500/-. 

148 Making false statement in an application for 
compensation. 

Imprisonment upto three years or fine or both. 

149 Making false claims for compensation Imprisonment upto 3 years or fine or both. 
150 Maliciously wrecking or attempting to wreck 

a train 
Imprisonment upto three years for first instance and 
seven years for second or subsequent offence. 

151 Damage to or destruction of certain railway 
property 

Imprison upto five years or find or both. 

152 Maliciously hurting persons travelling by 
railway 

Imprisonment  for lifetime or upto ten years. 

153 Endangering safety of persons travelling by 
railway by willful act or omission. 

Imprisonment upto five years.  

154 Endangering safety of person travelling by Imprisonment upto one year or fine or both 

 

http://www.eastcoastrailway.gov.in/
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railway by rash and negligent act. 
155 Entering into a reserved compartment or 

resisting entry into an unreserved 
compartment. 

Fine of Rs. 500/- in case of reserved compartment and Rs. 
200/- in case of unreserved compartments. 

156 Travelling on roof, step (foot-board) or engine 
of a train 

Imprisonment upto three months or fine upto Rs. 500/- or 
both. 

157 Altering or defacing pass or ticket issued. Imprisonment upto three months or fine upto Rs. 500/- both 

159 Disobedience of drivers or conductors of 
vehicles to directions of railway servants. 

Imprisonment upto one month or fine of Rs. 500/- or 
both. 
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Sections Nature of offences Punishment 
160 Opening or breaking a level crossing gate. Imprisonment for three years for opening and 

five years for breaking level crossing gate. 
161 Negligency  crossing unmanned level crossing.  Imprisonment for one year. 
162 Entering carriage or other place reserved for 

females. 
Fine of Rs. 500/- and forfeiture of pass/ticket 
and removal from carriage. 

163 Giving false account of goods. Fine of Rs. 500/- for every quintal or part 
thereof. 

164 Unlawfully bringing dangerous goods on a railway Imprisonment upto three yars of fine of Rs. 
1000/- or both. 

165 Unlawfully bringing offensive goods on a railway Fine upto Rs. 500/- and liable for less, injury or 
damage caused by such goods. 

166 Defacing public notices Imprisonment upto one month or fine upto Rs. 
500/- or both. 

167 Smoking in a compartment Fine upto Rs. 500/- 
168 Commission of offence by acts of children 

endangering safety of person travelling on railway 
Fine upto Rs. 50/-  

172 Intoxication Imprisonment upto one year or fine or both. 
173 Abandoning train without authority. Imprisonment  upto two years, or fine upto Rs. 

1000/- or both. 
174 Obstructing running of train etc. Imprisonment upto two years, or fine of Rs. 

200/- or both 
175 Endangering the safety of person  Imprisonment upto two years, or fine upto Rs. 

1000/- or both.  
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AN OUNCE OF PRACTICE WORTH TONNES OF THEORY 
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SOME TIPS ON TIAS‟ WORKING 
 
Object of TIA check: 
 

1. Ensuring submission of various returns, statements and documents including 

Balance 

sheets to Traffic Accounts Office in time. 

2. Checking Original books, records and documents maintained at the stations. 

3. Reporting undercharges and irregularities to Commercial and Accounts authorities. 

4. Surprise weghment of consignments and train checking. 

5. Keeping liaison with traffic accounts office for managerial requirements. 
 

Maintenance of records: 
 

1. File of circulars (Railway Board & Local). 

2. File or orders issued from Traffic Accounts Office. 

3. Field Book. 

4. Register of Special Duties. 

5. Programme and abstract registers. 

6. File of Advice of Internal Check (AIC) 

7. Savings/realization register. 

Do: 

Everything possible to safeguard financial interest of Railway. 

Do Not:  

1. Break of Inspection. 

2. Continued area of inspection where break of inspection is unavoidable. 

3. Leave evidence of check. 

4. Non-submission of journals, Abstracts and Inspection Reports. 

5. Not attending to HQ queries. 

6. Irregular movement. 

7. Non co-operation to divisional officers. 
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8. Delay in commercial debit clearance. 

9. Avoiding taking of inventory of consignments on the date of inspection. 

10. Avoiding reweighment of consignments. 

11. Avoiding ticket checking. 

12. Avoiding extent of checks. 

13. Avoiding action after review of outstanding. 

14. Not linking the outstanding from the last check. 

15. Special Report without financial implication. 

16. Ignoring review of audit reports and G.O. reports. 
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Mission-TIA 2010-11 

 

This has been a year of careful introspection as the crisis has hit even those who 

believed they were sailing on the un-sinkable ships, but they forgot that even titanic 

sunk. 

 

Mission-1 

 

Once the inspection of a Station/Siding is opened, be sure that the last inspection is 

closed.  Where does the solution lie ? 

 

(i)     Plan your inspection properly. 

(ii) Think of the expected problems at your leisure. 

(iii) Do a little home work. 

(iv) Stretch your inspection hour a little bit everyday. 

 

Mission-2 

 

Meaningful & result oriented inspection should be either Detection of irregularity/ 

Prevention of irregularity.  People used to write mind-less memos and afterwards 

saying I have raised this problem.  This is really embarrassing.  Give a conclusive 

report otherwise it may create inconceivable tension. 

 

Mission-3 

 

Ensuring accountal of unaccounted debits 30% by June, 50% by Sept. and 100% by 

March. 

 

Mission-4 
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Review of Audit and GO reports during Station Inspection.  Five minutes of eyeball to 

eyeball contact can save vast reams of papers and possibly your intervention will help 

them to clear. 

 

Mission-5 

 

50% Clearance of objected debits during 2010-11 
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FINANCE DEPARTMENT AND PERFORMANCE 

OF TRAFFIC ACCOUNTS 

 
A.  INTRODUCTION :  

 
 

Finance Department acts as an associate in managerial decision making process by 

tendering advice to executives in all matters having financial implications. 
 

Apart from the above, internal check of all receipts and payments made to/by Railway 

is done as per codal provisions and prescribed rules and regulations and all 

transactions are maintained in accordance with the extant rules and procedure. 

 

One of the main function is to highlight to the executive the areas, where leakage of 

revenue can be arrested. 

 

It is also acts as a bridge between the management and statutory audit. 

 

Other major activities of Railway Accounts involves. 

 

 Compilation of Budget in consultation with other departments and monitoring the 

budgetary process as per extant orders and provision, and also ensures 

implementation of austerity measures issued from Board from time to time. 

 Review of the trend of expenditure and submission of periodical budget reviews 

and return to Hon‟ble Parliament through Railway Board. 

 Discharging other management accounting functions such as providing financial 

data for management reporting, assisting inventory management, participation in 

purchase contract, surveys for major schemes, etc. in accordance with the 

relevant rules and orders. 
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 Conduct of periodical inspections of fields units and stations to verify the ground 

information/reports submitted to accounts office, the progress of works being 

executed and to educate the field staff regarding the importance of maintenance 

of records and relevant registers. 
 Ensure Prompt settlement of claims against the railway. 

 Internal Audit of all earnings and payments transactions as per extant rules and 

procedures. 
 

 

        Besides the above, Accounts Branch of ECoR is entrusted with the management of 

IT Department Statistics and Traffic Costing. 
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B. PERFORMANCE OF TRAFFIC ACCOUNTS : 

 
 

 Traffic Accounts started functioning independently after taking over all works and 

activities from SERailway. 

 

 Cash-in-Transit has become „NIL‟ for the current year ending March, 2010 due to 

close monitoring.  

 

 The total freight collected through E-Freight system is  Rs. 2253.01 Crores against 

Rs. 707.01 Crores of previous years through 22 major fright customers at 37 TMS 

locations.  Further, 18 more fright customers have been motivated to adopt the 

above scheme of payment.  The Railway is constantly making efforts to increase the 

e-freight collection and the percentage of e-freight has been increased from 15% (as 

on April, 2009) to 43% (as on March, 2010). 

 

 In house programme to reconcile the e-freight collected by the bank with the freight 

summary generated through TMS data in order to ensure that the amount of e-

freight collected by the banks is being correctly and timely credited to Railway 

Account. 

 

 In house programme to monitor the performance of TIAs which helps in monitoring 

of TIAs mandays, position of Inspection reports of TIAs , TIAs debits and their 

accountal. 

 

 Collection of Station Receipts by Central Bank of India has also started from 

different stations over this Railway w.e.f Feb-10. 
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 Traffic accounts has gone a long way in adopting full computerization due to 

meager work force. 

 

a. Coaching Returns – Internal checking done through system and error sheets   

     generated.  Managerial reports in the following areas are generated.  

 

 Passenger classification. 

 Excess fare ticket. 

 Blank paper ticket. 

 Parcel way bills. 

 Coaching Balance Sheet. 

 Vetting of ticket indents. 
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b. Goods returns – FAS 9 (Freight accounting system) has been developed 

through in house efforts.  The following works are being generated through 

system. 
 

 RR Processing. 

 Generation of MPA & incorrect statement. 

 Preparation of ST 7A, 7B,7. 

c.  Carriage billing -  In house system has been developed for compilation of police 

& military warrants which reduces the billing cycle to 8/9 days as against the 

two months in earlier set up. 

 

C.   MISSION ITEMS : 

 

Finance Department has set its own Target/Mission Items for the financial Year 2009-

10.  Details of target and achievement during this period are as under :  

Rs. 

Sr. 

No. 

Item Target/ 

Mission Item 

Achievements 

1. Earnings (Apportioned) 6919.37 7023.93 

 Passenger 581.84 581.18 

 Goods 6232.52 6346.83 

 Other coaching 50.84 45.53 

 Sundries. 54.17 49.39 

2. Earnings (Originating) 6938.20 6957.06 

 Passenger 625.00 635.01 

 Goods 6208.19 6224.78 

 Other Coaching 50.84 47.88 

 Sundries 54.17 49.39 

3. Total Working Expenses 3460.60 3389.09 
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4. Traffic Suspense 2.00 2.56 

5. Bills Recoverable (closing Balance) 5.00 15.47 

6. Stock Sheet (Nos) (closing Balance) 44 77 

7 Accounts Notes (Nos) (Closing Balance) 100 165 

6 (a) Draft Audit Para (Nos) (Closing 

Balance) 

0 3 

 (b) Audit Reference (Nos) (closing Balance) 88 117 

7. Computerization of Pay Rolls (%) 100 100 

8 Verification of Leave Account (%) 100 80.32 

9. Payment of Salary through Cheque (%) 

(i) Group A&B 

(ii) Group C&D 

 

100 

98 

 

100 

97.36 
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D.    Achievements during the year 
 

 

       Where the ECoR Rupee came from (2009-10) 

 

  Goods 90% 

  Passengers 8% 

  Sundries 1% 

  Other coachings 1% 
 

         How the ECoR Rupee was spent – 
 

  Staff cost 35% 

  Fuel 24% 

  Funds 18% 

  Hire/Lease 9% 

  Material cost 4% 

  Others 10% 

 

Operating Ratio 
 

The operating ratio of this railway for the year 2009-10 is 48.25% against the target of 49.03%. 
 

Performance Efficiency Index 
 

The Performance Efficiency Index of East Coast Railway for the year 2009-10 is 48.71% 

against the target of 48.90% 

 

Operating Surplus  
 

The Operating Surplus for the year 2009-10 is Rs. 4231.73 Crs. Against the target of Rs. 

4123.66 Crs. 
 

E.  ECONOMIC MEASURES ADOPTED 
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Strict financial discipline has been maintained by the Finance Branch in monitoring of 

Expenditure position at regular intervals so that the budgetary allotments limit can be 

enforced. 
 

 Keeping a step ahead in this direction East Coast Railway has achieved best ever 

Budget Management of Working Expenditure (Revenue) by a minor variation of 

0.10% over final grant. 

 Gross Traffic Receipts have been accrued to the tune of Rs. 7026.49 Crores as 

against the Budgetary target of Rs. 6921.37 which is about 1.52% over the target. 

 The main efficiency index of the Railway is considered to be the operating ratio 

which is 48.25% as against the target of 49.03% in spite of meeting the liabilities of 

enhanced pay and allowance of 6
th

 PC (60% arrear). 

 The performance efficiency Index of this Railway has been registered at 48.71% as 

against the target of 48.90%. 
 

: An  extract from GM’s Annual Report : 
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A KEY TO RAILWAY BUDGET DOCUMENTS 

       2010-11 
 

        Budget Statement 

 
1. Under Article 112 of the Constitution, a statement receipts and expenditure of the 

Government of India has to be laid before the Parliament in respect of every financial 

year which runs from 1
st

 April to 31
st

 March.  This is the Budget Statement.  As Railway 

finances have been separated from the General Finance of the Central Government, a 

separate budget is presented for the Railways.  The financial relationship between the 

Central Government and the Railways is governed by the recommendations made from 

time to time by the Railway Convention Committee of the Parliament. 

 

2.  The Budget Statement shows the total revenue receipts, revenue and works 

expenditure, distribution of excess of receipts over expenditure and position of 

various Funds which the Railways keep with the Central Government, viz. Depreciation 

Reserve Fund, Development Fund, Pension Fund, Capital Fund and Railway safety Fund. 

3. The revenue receipts of the Railways consist of earnings from passenger traffic, 

other coaching earnings (which include parcels and luggage), earnings from goods 

traffic and sundry other earnings like rent, catering receipts, interest and maintenance 

charges from outside bodies, commercial utilization of land and air space and 

commercial publicity on rolling stock and station buildings etc. 

 

4. There are other Miscellaneous receipts also like receipts of Railway Recruitment 

Boards from sale of application forms and examination fees, etc. and government‟s 
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share of surplus profits which includes receipts from subsidized Railway companies in 

which the government has no capital interest.  The subsidy from General Revenues in 

respect of dividend payment is also accounted for in the miscellaneous receipts.   

 
 

The total of Revenue and Miscellaneous receipts makes up the total receipts of the 

railways. The portion of the earnings which is due to the railways during the financial 

year but has not actually been realized is held in a “Suspense” account. 
5.  The expenditure incurred by the Railways is on Revenue account and on Works 

account.  The Revenue account consists of Ordinary Working Expenses incurred by the 

various departments on the railways in their day to day working and other 

miscellaneous expenditure like-the expenditure on Railway Board, Audit, Surveys and 

other miscellaneous establishments, payments as regulated by contracts to worked 

lines which are not owned by the railways and are either worked by the Indian Railways 

or companies concerned.   
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The Revenue Account also includes appropriation to the depreciation reserve fund, the 

pension fund and dividend paid by the railways to the general revenues.  Appropriation 

to Depreciation Reserve Fund is made annually on the basis of the recommendations of 

the Railway Convention Committee (RCC) and is intended to finance the cost of new 

assets replacing old assets including the cost of any improved features that such new 

assets may have.  Appropriation to Pension Fund is to finance all pensioner payments 

to the retired railway staff.  Dividend is payable at the rate of 7% on the dividend 

paying capital of the railways.  Out of the 7% dividend, 1.5% of the capital invested 

upto 31
st

 March, 1964 (less capital entitled to „Subsidy‟) is for transfer to the state 

governments in lieu of passenger fare tax to the extent of Rs.23.12 Cr. and balance for 

appropriation to the Railway Safety Fund. 

 

5.1 The excess of receipts over expenditure remaining after discharging the dividend 

liability is appropriated to the development fund, safety fund and the capital fund.  

These funds are meant to finance part of the plan requirements.  While the 

development fund is used to finance expenditure on passenger and other railway 

users‟ amenities works, staff welfare works, un-remunerative operating improvements 

etc., Railway Safety Fund is used for financing works relating to conversion of 

unmanned level crossings and for construction of ROB/RUBs at busy level crossings.  

This fund is financed through the railway revenues, transfer of funds by the central 

government from the central road fund and the aforementioned part of dividend which 

until 2000-01 was appropriated to the railway safety works funds; capital fund is used 

for works chargeable to capital and for making payment of principal component of the 

lease charges payable to Indian Railway Finance Corporation.  The appropriation to 
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Capital Fund is made only after making necessary appropriations to Development Fund 

and Safety Fund.  In case there is no „Excess‟ or not enough „Excess‟ to be transferred 

to Development Fund and Capital Fund, temporary loan is obtained from General 

Revenues to finance the expenditure to be met out of these Funds. 

 

6. Works expenditure is financed from capital borrowed from the General Revenues 

and also by internal resources, viz. capital fund, depreciation reserve fund, 

development fund, railway safety fund, and revenues. (the cost of un-remunerative 

operating improvements and works other than passenger amenities costing below 

certain financial limits are charged to Revenue).  The overall annual budgetary support 

of the general finances of Government of India to the Railways consists of the capital 

loans and the sums temporarily loaned to meet the deficiency, if any, in the 

Development Fund and the Capital Fund.  A part of the investment in Railway assets, 

covered by the Railway Plans, is also made by the Indian Railway Finance Corporation 

which raises funds through market borrowing. 
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7.  All the revenue earning of the Railways are credited to the consolidated fund of 

India and expenditure is incurred from the consolidated fund.  No amount can be 

withdrawn from the Fund without authorization from the Parliament. 
 

8.  Occasions may arise when government may have to meet urgent unforeseen 

expenditure pending authorization from the Parliament.  The contingency Fund of 

India is an imprest placed at the disposal of the President to incur such expenditure.  

Parliamentary approval for such expenditure and for the withdrawal of an equivalent 

amount from the Consolidated Fund is subsequently obtained and the amount spent 

from contingency Fund is recouped to the Fund.  
 

9.  While the appropriations to Depreciation Reserve Fund, Development Fund, Pension 

Fund, Railway Safety Fund and Capital Fund are voted by the Parliament for spending 

on specific objects, the proposed expenditure on the specific objects is also submitted 

for vote of Parliament, even though the moneys have already been earmarked by the 

parliament for transfer to these funds. 

 

 

Demands for Grants 

 

 

10.  The estimates of expenditure from the Consolidated Fund included in the Budget 

statement and required to be voted by the Lok Sabha are submitted in the form of 

Demands for Grants.  Each Demand presents a distinct functional activity on the 

Railways.  Demand for Works expenditure is kept distinct from demands for revenue 

expenditure.  Wherever expenditure in a demand includes both „voted‟ and „charged‟ 

items of expenditure, the latter are also included in the demand but the voted and 

charged provisions are shown separately in the demand.  Voted expenditure includes 
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those items for which the provision of funds is subjected to the vote of parliament, 

while funds for charged expenditure are sanctioned by President and not submitted to 

the vote of parliament.  „Charged‟ expenditure for railways includes sums required to 

satisfy judgments, decrees or awards of courts or awards by arbitrators where made 

into rule of court, etc. 

 
11. Under the present accounting and budgetary procedures, certain classes of 

receipts like payments made by one department to another and receipts of capital 

projects or schemes are taken in reduction of the expenditure of the receiving 

department.  The estimates of expenditure included in the Budget statement are for 

the net expenditure as will be reflected in the accounts, that is after taking into 

account the recoveries.  The estimates of expenditure included in the demands for 

grants, are however, for the gross amounts. 
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12.  The Demands for Grants are presented to the Lok Sabha along with the Budget 

Statement.  At the head of each demand, the total of „voted‟ and „charged‟ expenditure  

in the demand is indicated separately.  This is followed by the estimates of expenditure 

under different heads.  The aggregate amounts of recoveries taken in reduction of 

expenditure in the accounts are also shown.  Besides, the notes briefly explain the 

reasons for variations between the current year‟s requirements and requirements for 

the next year included in the various Demands. 
 

13. There are 16 Demands for Grants – Demand 1 to 15 dealing with Revenue 

Expenses, Appropriations to the Funds and Dividend payment and Demand 16 dealing 

with Works Expenditure.  Each Demand pertaining to Working Expenses and 

Miscellaneous Expenditure has a two-way classification, by activity and by primary 

units of expenditure, the activity classification indicating for what purpose the 

expenditure was incurred, like track maintenance, water supply, periodical overhaul of 

locomotives etc. and the primary units of expenditure indicating how the expenditure 

was incurred, like salaries, wages, overtime, cost of materials etc. This two way 

classification integrates the requirements of performance budgeting which is based on 

activities, and management control which is based on objects of expenditure. 

 

14.  Part-1 of the Demands for Grants presents the details of the Railways as a whole.  

Part-II gives Railway-wise details of the Demands for Grants.  In addition, Part-II also 

contains Staff Statements and Performance Units for Expenditure relating to Revenue 

Demands. 

 
 

Explanatory Memorandum 
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15.  A summing-up of the outlook for earnings, revenue and works expenditure is 

given in the document Explanatory memorandum on the Railway Budget.  The 

document is divided into two sections; Section-I gives a brief resume of the financial 

results of the previous year, the current year and the ensuing year with an analysis of 

the position separately under Earnings, Working Expenses and the Fund transactions, 

Section-II gives a similar resume of the Works Demand as a whole.  The Explanatory 

Memorandum also contains a number of Annexure detailing the capital-at-charge of 

the Railways, Sources and Applications of funds in the Five-Year Plans, Railway-wise 

details of financial results, balances under the various Funds etc.  
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Works, Machinery and Rolling Stock Programme 

 

16.  Works, Machinery and Rolling Stock Programme of Railways is prepared in two 

parts.  Part-I shows the overall distribution of plan outlay by Plan Heads.  A brief 

justification for important new works proposed in the Budget is indicated.  Expenditure 

on Rolling Stock, Machinery and Plant, and inventories in stores and manufacturing 

accounts is summarized. Part-II (A&B) contains details of Railway-wise expenditure on 

New Works, Works-in-progress and an analysis of inventories in stores and 

manufacturing accounts. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Performance and Outcome Budget 

 

17.  Performance Budget of Railways has been prepared in pursuance of the 

recommendations of the Standing Committee in its VI Report on Indian Railways (1993-

94) on Demands for Grants, 1994-95.  This document inter alia indicates the 

comparative performance of Indian Railways in respect of Revenue and Expenditure vis-

à-vis the targets, along with the reasons for variations, the performance in respect of 

works costing Rs. 5 crore and above, including transfer of funds from one work to 

other, target dates of completion of the Projects are also indicated.  It also gives a 

summary appraisal of the Railways performance including shortfalls, if any, in respect 

of revenue earnings, expenditure, works performance as provided in the ongoing. Five 

Year Plan and Annual Plan.  Outcome Budget, besides giving highlights of certain main 

activities undertaken on Railways during the previous and the current year, gives 

outlays and targets set/achievement for Annual Plan and also targets for freight and 

passenger traffic.  Chapter on Performance of Production Units is also given there. 

 

Indian Railways Safety Performance 
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18.  The document gives the descriptive account of the safety performance of Indian 

Railways in the previous year. 

 
19.  A descriptive account of the activities of the railways during the previous year is 

given in the document „Indian Railways-Year Book‟.  Another document entitled, „Indian 

Railways-Annual Report and Accounts‟ gives a summarized review of the financial and 

important performance data of the previous year. 

 

Performance Units 

 

20.  To make the Budget serve as a useful tool of management and also to enable 

better appreciation of the functioning of the Railways in Parliament and elsewhere, the 

financial inputs and the corresponding physical outputs under major activities are 

furnished under the respective revenue demands.  
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New Service/New Instrument of Service 

 

21.   A list of items of „New Service‟ or „New instrument of service‟ for which provision 

is made in the Budget is appended to the Demands for Grants. Monetary limits to 

determine which items would be in the nature of New Service are laid down from time 

to time taking into account the recommendations of the Public Accounts Committee. 

 

 
Appropriation Bill 

 

22.  After the Demands for Grants are voted by the Lok Sabha, the Parliament‟s 

approval to the withdrawal of the amounts from the Consolidated Fund so voted and of 

the amounts required to meet the expenditure charged on the Consolidated Fund is 

sought through the Appropriation Bill.  Under article 114(3) of the Constitution, no 

amount can be withdrawn from the Consolidated Fund without such an Appropriation 

Act passed by the Parliament. 
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INSTALLATION OF IN-MOTION 
WEIGHBRIDGES 

 
 

Authority:- TC-1/2008/10,  Date : 05.01.2010 
 
  
 In terms of Para (vii) of Board‟s letter of even number dated 30.09.2008, 

instructions were issued that in case a rake is not weighed on a weighbridge after 

loading due to defective weighbridge or any other reason, it should be weighed at the 

next available weighbridge.  Till such time it is weighed, it should be moved at a 

restricted speed of 40 kmph or less as decided by the Railway concerned. 

 

 Some Railways have sought clarification whether speed restriction of 40 Kmph 

or less is to be followed from loading point to first available weighbridge point or not. 

 

 In this regard, it is hereby clarified that rake will be moved at normal speed from 

loading point to 1
st

 available weighbridge.  In case a rake is not weighed on the first 

available weighbridge after loading due to defective weighbridge or any other reason 

and it is weighed at next available weighbridge, then speed restriction of 40 kmph or 

less as decided by the Railway concerned is to be followed from first weighbridge point 

to next available weighbridge where weighment is done. 
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-------- 
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FRAUD  IN  UTS  TICKETS 
 
 

Authority :- Railway Board’s letter No.2008/AC- II/25/11,dated 18.08.2008 

 

 

 A case of fraud in UTS tickets has been detected by the TIAs during the 

surprised check on one of the Zonal Railways.  The modus operandi of the fraud is as 

under:- 

 

 A low value ticket is generated in UTS but not printed on ticket stationery, 

thereafter a high value season ticket is generated in UTS and printed on same ticket 

stationary so saved and sold to the passenger with mismatch number printed by the 

system on the ticket.  The ticket on which high value ticket should have been printed is 

kept as blank and non-issued on next ticket number in the system to rectify the 

mismatch and misappropriate the cash so collected. 

 In the wake of the above fraud inspectorial staff/officers on your Railway may 

also be advised to keep vigil while conducting their checks (on non-issued ticket in 

particular) to detect such frauds and to discourage the booking staff to harbour any 

fraudulent intentions. 
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 A report in the matter along with the procedure being followed for accounts 

check on UTS tickets and deficiencies noticed, if any, may also be sent for Board‟s 

information at the earliest. 
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Authority:- Railway Board’s letter No.2009/AC- II/25/7,dated 18.08.2009 

 
 
 Please connect Board‟s letter No.2008/AC-II/25/11 dated 18.08.2008 and 

2009/TG/10/P/UTS Fraud dated 21.04.2009 on the above subject requesting the 

Railways to strengthen the internal checking system to  prevent frauds in the UTS 

tickets.  However, another case of fraud in UTS tickets has been detected by the TIAs 

during the surprise check on one of the Zonal Railways.  The modus operandi of the 

fraud is as under:- 

 

 Command of low value ticket was given by operator (Booking Clerk) but the 

ticket was not printed by tampering with the printer and as such the subject stationery 

(Ticket) for which command was given was kept blank and saved for misuse.  However, 

the UTS accounts for the same and accordingly the accountal of low value ticket is 

reflected in the UTS Cash Book.  Next command is given for higher value Ticket, the 

fare of which is accounted for by the UTS against the next Ticket Number, but 

physically the ticket is got printed on the previous blank and saved stationery with 

mismatch in ticket number.  This defrauded ticket with mismatch in original and 

computer printed ticket numbers is sold to passenger and difference amount (of high 

value and low value ticket) is misappropriated.  In this process, the stationery on which 

the higher value ticket ought to have been printed, and accounted for the UTS is saved 

blank which is subsequently made non-issue on the ground of non-printing and the 

account of the high value tickets is thus nullified in the UTS.  The total amount derived 

from the alpha code shown on the top of the Blank ticket stationery made non-issued 
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shows that the ticket of high value has already been printed on the  previous ticket 

stationery. As such the recorded  reason of making Non-issue of the above Blank  

Ticket as “Ticket as “Non-Printing of ticket” is negated and the fraud is established. 

 

 It is therefore requested to alert the, inspectorial staff/officers on your Railway 

to keep vigil while conducting their checks on non-issued tickets in particular to detect 

such frauds.          

                                                                                                    

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     TO MAKE ADVICE WITHOUT PRACTICE IS TO ADD VICE 
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DYNAMIC PRICING POLICY – LEVY OF 
BUSY SEASON CHARGE AND 

CONGESTION CHARGE 
 

Authority : Rly. Bd’s Rates Circular No. 22 of 2009 

 

1.   Sanction  of  the  Central  Government is  accorded to  levy  Busy  Season  Charge  at  

the  rates  mentioned in the table below during the Busy Season extending from 1
st

 April, 

2009 to 30
th

 June, 2009 and 1
st

 October, 2009 to 31
st

 March, 2010: 

 

Sl.No. Commodities Rate of Surcharge 

1. Coal & Coke Group 5% 

2. All other Commodities 7% 

3. Container Traffic Nil 

  

 The Busy Season Charge will be levied on the applicable Base Freight Rates 

published in the Goods Tariff Part-II. 

 

2.  Sanction of the Central Government is also accorded to levy Congestion Charge at 

the rates mentioned in the table below during the period from 1
st

 April, 2009 to 31
st

 

March, 2010.  
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Sl.No. Commodities Rate of Surcharge 

1. All traffic to Bangladesh 20% 

2. All traffic to Pakistan 20% 

 

The congestion charge will be levied on the applicable Base Freight Rates published in 

the Goods Tariff Part-II. 

 

3. The Base Freight Rates as mentioned in Goods Traffic along with Demand 

Management Charges like Busy season Charge, Congestion Charge, Supplementary 

Charge on various transportation products will constitute Normal Tariff Rate (NTR). 

 

4. Thus, NTR will comprise of Base Freight Rate and various demand Management 

Charges under Dynamic Pricing Policy.  Other charges like Punitive charges for 

overloading, Penal Charges for Mis-declaration will be levied on NTR.  Similarly, freight 

concession (discount/rebate) will also be granted on NTR. 
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RESERVATION ON RAILWAY PASSES –  

REVISED GUIDELINES 
 

Authority : Rly.Bd’s Lr. No. 94/TG1/20/P/14, dtd. 28.08.2009  

 

 Due to change in system, the issue of seeking reservation on Railway Passes has 

been under consideration in the Ministry of Railways and it has now been decided that 

the following procedure should be adopted for providing reservation/cancellations on 

the Railway Passes:- 

 

(i) Pass holders or their representatives should present their passes along with the 

requisitions duly filled in to the Reservation Clerk who will issue ticket and make 

endorsement on the face of the pass indicating the train number, date of 

journey, status of the tickets, etc. 

 

(ii) Holders of Privilege, Duty, Post Retirement, Complimentary, Metal and other 

passes may be allowed to seek fresh reservation only if the earlier reservation is 

cancelled.  

 

(iii) In case of confirmed reservation on Privilege Post Retirement, Complimentary 

and other passes, the pass holder can take maximum three time reservations 

provided the earlier one has been cancelled before chart preparation.  If the 

confirmed reservation is not cancelled before preparation of charts, the pass will 

be treated as used.  In exceptional cases, discretionary powers for allowing 

reservation on such passes only once can be delegated to JA Grade level Officer.  
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At Divisional level, where any JA Grade level Commercial Officer is not available, 

the next  Senior most Commercial Officer may be delegated these powers. 

 

(iv) There will be no restriction in number of cancellations in case of Duty Pass, Metal 

Pass and in case of a tickets having a status of fully/partially Waiting List (at the 

time of cancellation) against Privilege, Post Retirement and Complimentary 

Passes.  However, fresh reservation will be given only after the earlier one has 

been cancelled within the normal prescribed time limits. 

 

(i) Telephonic requests for reservation and cancellation will not be entertained.   

 

(ii) The portion of break journey will be treated as separate journey i.e. instructions 

contained at Para-(iii) and (v) will be applicable for each leg of journey separately. 

 

(iii) It will be the responsibility of officer/staff making reservation on Metal/Duty 

Passes to ensure that between the same stations and on the same date, 

reservation should not be made in two separate trains.  
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OPERATION OF CONTAINER TRAINS BY PRIVATE 
CONTAINER OPERATOR (PCO) IN RAILWAY 

OWNED TERMINAL 
 
Authority:- Rates Circular No.49 of 2008,dtd.23.09.2008 

 

   Sanction of Ministry of Railways was accorded for granting Private Container 

Operators (PCOs) access to railway owned terminals (goods sheds, railway sidings, 

unused railway lines etc.) for handling of container trains vide Rates Circular No.10 of 

2008.  The issue has been reviewed and in suppression of instructions issued vide 

Board‟s letters under reference following instructions are issued for operation of 

container trains by Private Container Operator (PCO) in Railway owned terminals. 

 

2.0  General Guidelines: 

 

2.1 Operation and handling of conventional trains will be given preference over 

container trains.  It must be ensured that Railway‟s business interests are not 

compromised. 

 

2.2 Depending upon assessment of requirement, Zonal Railways may notify one or more 

Container Rail Terminals (CRTs) at a railway owned terminal in accordance with 

procedure laid down under Para-4 of this circular.  Every CRT will have a capacity of 

dealing with one container train only at  a time. 
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2.3 The CRTs will provide Common User Facilities for all PCOs.  No PCO will be provided 

„exclusive use‟ of any Rail facility except under relevant guidelines specifically issued 

by Railway Board to regulate provision of such facilities for PCOs.  All PCOs will have 

access to any CRT on a  non-exclusive basis on a „first come first served basis‟. 
 

2.4 Use of ground at a CRT will be permitted to only one PCO at a time. 
 

2.5 CRTs will provide facilities for handling container trains by all PCOs.  However, the 

handling of railway rakes will get priority over container rakes. 

 In order to ensure that handling of railway rakes get priority over container rakes 

and for otherwise also, the extant policy and practices regarding imposition of 

restriction for loading to and from a terminal will be applicable for container train 

operation at CRTs. 

2.6 No CRT will provide container or cargo storage facilities (akin to an ICD or DCT).  No 

staff should be deployed on exclusive basis for any CRT.  No permanent container or 

cargo storage facility will be provided at any CRT. 
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2.7 All CRT will function round the clock for which necessary facilities should be 

provided.  However, relaxation may be granted from round the clock functioning at 

any CRT with the personal approval of GM. 

 

2.8 Custody, security and responsibility for the containers and cargo on ground awaiting 

removal, stuffing, de-stuffing, unloading or loading will be with the PCO. 

 

3.0 Charges 

 Following Charges will be paid by PCOs for handling containers at any CRT. 
 

3.1 Terminal Access Charge 
 

3.1.1 PCOs dealing with their container trains at CRTs will be required to pay Terminal 

Access Charges at the rates as notified from time to time by Railway Board.  

Current rates are as prescribed below: 

 

Case Rate per rake 

Both terminals owned by Private Container 

Operator (PCO) 

Nil 

Both terminals are owned by Railways Rs.68,000/- 

One terminal each is owned by Railway and a PCO  Rs.34,000/- 

 

3.1.2 Charges mentioned above will be levied on per rake basis, irrespective of the 

actual rake composition or actual number of containers on a train or actual 

number of wagons or containers handled at the CRT. 
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3.1.3 Terminal Access Charges will be collected at the time of preparation of each RR.  

{Illustration: If a container rake is booked from a Container Rail Terminal „A‟ (say) 

to other Container Rail Terminal „B‟ (say) and after unloading at „B‟, the same rake 

is again loaded at „B‟ and booked to another Container Rail Terminal „C‟ (say), 

Terminal Access Charges of Rs.68,000/- will be collected at both the originating 

terminals viz. „A‟ & „B‟} 

3.2  Permissible Free time and Detention Charge for Use of CRTs 

3.2.1 Total permissible free time at CRTs for loading and/or stuffing the containers, 

and/ or unloading and /or de-stuffing the containers on a container train will be 9 

hours, irrespective of the activity or activities done on the rake and number of 

operations performed (chassis stuffing and de-stuffing, single operation, double 

operation, etc.). 

3.2.2 Free time will commence from the time of placement of the first wagon of the 

container train. 
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3.2.3 A container train will be considered to be released at the time at which the last 

wagon of the rake is released i.e. at the time at which the rake has been released 

in its entirety and is available for removal from the placement line(s). 

 

3.2.4 Detention charge will be levied for occupation of CRTs beyond the permissible free 

time up to the time of release of the rake. 

 

3.2.5 Detention charges will be levied for 45 BLC wagons irrespective of the actual 

number of wagons or containers in the rake or the number of wagons or 

containers actually dealt with at the CRT concerned. 

 

3.2.6 Rate of Detention Charge would be Rs.100/- per wagon per hour or as revised by 

Railway Board from time to time. 

 

3.2.7 CCM/COM (whoever is designated for dealing with demurrage) of a zonal Railways 

may notify a higher Detention Charge (up to six times the normal rate).  Higher 

Detention Charge will  be applied for those PCOs who take excessive time to 

release their rakes or do not repeatedly. 

 

3.3  Ground Usage Charge 

3.3.1 Ground Usage Charge will be levied for the use of ground at CRT. 

 

3.3.2 PCOs will be permitted a free time for use of ground at the CRTs. 

 

3.3.3 Permissible Free time for use of ground for dealing with a container train will be as 

under (as revised by Railway Board from time to time), irrespective of the activity 
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or activities done on the rake and number of operations performed (chassis 

stuffing and de-stuffing, single operation, double operation, etc.): 

 

Type of Goods Shed* Free Time (in hours) 

Group-I 12 

Group-II 15 

Group-III 48 

*Type of Goods Shed will be determined in terms of Rates Circular No.21 of 2007, 

as amended from time to time. 

 

3.3.4 Free time for the purpose of Ground Usage Charge will commence from the expiry 

of the free time for loading and/or unloading the container traffic.  Ground Usage 

Charge will be levied after expiry of the Permitted Free time till the time all 

containers and cargo are removed from the ground by the PCO and ground 

becomes available to be allotted to the next PCO. 
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3.3.5 However, if advance stacking has been availed by the PCO, Ground Usage Time will 

commence from the time advance stacking has been permitted to the time all 

cargo and containers are removed and ground made free for use by the next 

container train.  Ground Usage Charge will be levied after making allowance for 

permissible free times for advance stacking and for ground usage. 
 

3.3.6 Ground Usage Charge will be levied on per train per hour basis irrespective of the 

number of container or the goods on the ground. 
 

3.3.7 Rates of Ground Usage Charge will be as under or as revised by Railway Board 

from time to time. 
 

Type of Goods Shed Rate per rake per hour 

or part thereof 

Group-I Rs.4500/- 

Group-II Rs.3375/- 

Group-III Rs.2250/- 
 

3.3.8 CCM of Zonal Railways may apply higher Ground Usage Charge (up to six times the 

normal rate applicable for the 6
th

 day).  Higher Ground Usage Charges will be 

applied for those PCOs who repeatedly fail to release the ground at the CRT within 

2 days. 
 

3.4  Ground Usage Charge for advance stacking 

 

3.4.1 PCOs may be permitted advance stacking of cargo and/or containers on the 

ground of any CRT for 24 hours free of any charge for loading on an incoming 

train. 
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3.4.2 Ground Usage Charge at the rates mentioned in Para 3.3.7 will be levied in 

accordance with Para 3.3.5 if the ground is not cleared at expiry of the free time 

for advance stacking.  However, no ground usage charge will be levied till the 

placement of the empty container rake for loading even after lapse of the advance 

stacking period.  The empty container rake will be supplied only after expiry of the 

permitted time for advance stacking or completion of stacking whichever is earlier. 

 

3.5  Detention Charge and Ground Usage Charge will be treated on par with Demurrage 

Charge and Wharfage Charge for the purpose of consideration of waiver etc. under 

justified circumstances as per extant instructions as applicable to waiver of 

demurrage/wharfage charge. 

 

3.6  Development Surcharge 

  Development Surcharge as applicable on goods traffic will be leviable on container 

traffic. This surcharge will be leviable on haulage charges.  At present, 

Development Surcharge is 2%. 
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       GLOSSARY OF COMMERCIAL CIRCULARS  
(COACHING) 

 

Sl. No. Date Subject 

148(C)/09 16-12-09 Introduction of 2743/2744 (Puri-Surat) weekly Super Fast Express 
 

49(C)/09 16-12-09 Extension of 8425/8426 (Bhubaneswar-Raipur-Bhubaneswar) Intercity 

Express to Puri. 

 

150(C)/09 17-12-09 Printing and Display of reservation Charts. 
 

151(C)/09 24-12-09 Grant of concession in second/sleeper class only to the lady delegates 

annual Convention Organized by the EME officer‟s wives welfare 

Association at Secunderabad. 

152(C)/09 24-12-09 Grant of concession to students of the Institute of Rail Transport, New 

Delhi attending the contact class. 

 

153(C)/09 24-12-09 Grant of concession to students appearing in final examination of the 

four Diploma courses being conducted by the Institute of Rail 

Transport. 
 

154(C)/09 24-12-09 Grant of concession to students appearing in Final Examination of the 

Four Diploma courses. 

155(C)/09 24-12-09 Grant of concession to students appearing in Final Examination of the 

four Diploma Courses conducted by Institute of Rail Transport.  

 

156(C)/09 24-12-09 Clarification regarding issue of Izzat MST. 
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157(C)/09 24-12-09 Extension of 8414/8413 (Bhubaneswar-Paradeep-Bhubaneswar) Intercity 

Express to Puri. 

 

158(C)/09 29-12-09 Charges for Special Trains for shooting of films with Goods stock. 

1(C)/10 05.01.10 Introduction of Yuva Trains. 

 

2(C)/10 05.01.10 Fare Structure of Howrah-Yesvantpur Duronto Express Train. 

 

3(C)/10 06.01.10 Review of charges for booking of special coaches/Saloons/Tourist 

Cars and Special trains at full tariff rate. 

 

4(C)/10 07.01.10 Authorizing an officer in the Ministry of Railway under Tabacco 

Product Act 2003 Commercial Circular No. 60 of 2009 received form 

Railway Board is reproduced below. 

 

5(C)/10 13.01.10 Haulage Charges for postal traffic. 
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Sl. No. Date Subject 

 

6(C)/10 18.01.10 Revision of chares for Hospital-on-Wheels organized by Impact India 

Foundation, Mumbai for the year 2009-10. 
 

7(C)/10 18.01.10 Introduction of Yuva Trains. 
 

8(C)/10 18.01.10 Refund of Security Deposit within time imit. 

 

09(C)/10 27.01.10 Charges for Special Trains for shooting of films with Goods stock. 

 

10(C)/10 28.01.10 Introduction of Yuva Trains. 

 

11(C)/10 29.01.10 Provision for stacking bed rolls in Sleeper Class in Duronto Express, 

wherever provided. 

 

12 (C)/10 03.02.10 Grant of concession to delegates attending annual conference of 

Indian federation of working journalists.  

 

13(C)/10 03.02.10 Issue of tickets to Accredited Press Correspondents 

 

14(C)/10 04.02.10 Grant of concession to students appearing in final examination of the 

four Diploma courses being conducted by The Institute of Rail 

Transport. 

 

15(C)/10 04.02.10 Increasing of frequency of Train No. 2740/2739 (SC-VSKP-SC) Garib 

Rath Express. 
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16(C)/10 05.02.40 Stoppage of 2880/2879 (BBS-LTT-BBS) Express at Dhenkanal. 

 

17(C)/10 11.02.10 Increasing of frequency of Train No. 2880/2879 (BBS-LTT-BBS) 

Weekly S/F Express. 

 

18(C)/10 11.02.10 Introduction of 8105/8106 (Rourkela-Bhubaneswar-Rourkela) 

Intercity Express. 

 

19(C)/10 15.02.10 Reservation on Railway passes – Amendment to Para 638, 639 & 

640 of Indian Railway Commercial Manual Vol.-I. 

 

20(C)/10 22.02.10 Grant of concession to students of The Institute of Rail Transport for 

attending contact classes. 

 

21(C)/10 22.02.10 Grant of concession to awardees of President’s Police Medal for 

distinguished services and Indian Police Medal for Meritorious 

Service. 
ECoR 

TIAs’                      
              Bu l l e t i n                                                                                                 

FEEDback 
 

      Sl. No.       Date Subject 

 

22(C)/10 03.03.10 Catering service and charges for SBC-HWH Duronto Express Trains. 

 

23(C)/10 04.03.10 Provision for catering services in 2033/2034 (CNB-NDLS) Shatabdi 

Train. 

 

24(C)/10 04.03.10 Doctors on Duronto Trains- Pilot Project. 

 

25(C)/10 04.03.10 Doctors on Duronto Trains- Pilot Project. 

 

26(C)/10 05.03.10 Provision of companion in lieu of attendant to First Class/1st ‘A’ Post 

Retirement complimentary Pass/Widow Pass Holders who are of 70 

years of age and above. 

 

27(C)/10 05.03.10 Catering Services and charges for nonstop (Duronto Super Fast 

Express Train between Secunderabad to NZM and NZM to  SC. 

 

28(C)/10 11.03.10 (i) Indian Railway Conference Association, Coaching Tariff No. 24, Part 

IV containing rates tables for certain descriptions of coaching traffic. 

(ii) Rule No. 605 of Indian Railway conference Association, Coaching 

Tariff No.25, Part-I, Vol-III regarding rules regarding charging of 

freight for Motor Cars of Motor Tractors With or Without plough. 

 

29(C)/10 11.03.10 Charging of freight for Parcel Special train consisting of parcel Vans 
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containing motor cars from Haldi Road to Vijayawada. 

 

30(C)/10 15.03.10 Fare Structure for NDLS-BBS and ERS-NZM Duronto trains. 

 

31(C)/10 15.03.10 Introduction of 2749/2750 (VSKP-LTT-VSKP) Bi-Weekly Super Fast 

Express. 

 

32(C)/10 15.03.10 (i) Indian Railway Conference Association, Coaching Tariff No. 24, Part 

IV containing rates tables for certain descriptions of coaching traffic. 

 

(ii) Rule No. 605 of Indian Railway conference Association, Coaching 

Tariff No.25, Part-I, Vol-III. 

 

33(C)/10 23.03.10 Issue of Journey Extension Tickets over Suburban Sections for Season 

and Return Ticket holders. 

 

34(C)/10 25.03.10 Introduction of 2746/2745 (PURI-LTT-PURI) Weekly  

Super Fast Express. 
ECoR 

TIAs’                      
              Bu l l e t i n                                                                                                 

FEEDback 
 

Sl. No. Date Subject 
 

35(C)/10 29.03.10 Additional stoppage of 2749/2750 (VSKP-LTT) Bi-weekly Super Fast 

Express. 

36(C)/10 29.03.10 Extension of 2821/2822 (HWH-BBS-HWH) Dhauli Express to PURI. 

37(C)/10 29.03.10 Introduction of 5643/5644 (PURI-KYQ) Weekly Express. 

38(C)/10 29.03.10 Introduction of 8107/8108 (ROU-KRPU-ROU) Express. 

39(C)/10 30.03.10 E-tickets-Photo ID. 

40(C)/10 30.03.10 Introduction of 2281/2282 (BBS-NDLS-BBS) Weekly Duronto 

Express. 

41(C)/10 31.03.10 Catering services and charges for weekly (Duronto) Super Fast 

Express Train between Nizamuddin to Ernakulum and back shortly. 

42(C)/10 31.03.10 Catering charges for Duronto Super Fast Express Trains(1) 

2281/2282 BBS-NDLS (2) 2273/2274 HWH-NDLS. 

43(C)/10 06.04.10 GRANT OF CONCESSION TO STUDENTS OF The Institute of Rail 

Transport for attending contact classes. 

44(C)/10 06.04.10 Clarification regarding issue of Izzat MST. 
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45(C)/10 07.04.10 Extension of facility of Rail Travel Coupons to Ex-Members of Kerala 

State Legislature. 

46(C)/10 12.04.10 Running of 2867/2868 (Howrah-Puducherry-Howrah) Weekly train 

by S. E. Rly. 

47(C)/10 15.04.10 Grant of 100% concession to cancer patient in 3 AC and Sleeper 

class. 

47(C)/10 15.04.10 Concession to dependent children & companion of Accredited Press 

Correspondents. 

47(C)/10 26.04.10 Registration charge cum security deposit and detention charges for 

booking of special trains for films. 

50(C)/10 03.05.10 Increase in Frequency of Train No. 2444/2443 (NDLS-BBS-NDLS) 

TRI WEEKLY Rajdhani Express to four days in a week. 

51(C)/10 03.05.10 Extension of facility of Rail Travel Coupons to Ex-Members of Kerala 

State Legislature. 
 

ECoR 
ECoR 

TIAs’                      
              Bu l l e t i n                                                                                                 

FEEDback 
 

      Sl. No.       Date Subject 
 

52(C)/10 04.05.10 Doctors on Duronto Trains-Pilot Project. 

53(C)/10 05.05.10 Providing information regarding accommodation in train made 

available to Members of Parliament and other VIPs. 

54(C)/10 06.05.10 Appointment of Jan Sadharan Ticket Booking Sewak (JTBS). 

55(C)/10 07.05.10 Reservation though Internet. 

56(C)/10 07.05.10 Review of policy regarding advance booking of luggage on 

passenger tickets. 

57(C)/10 11.05.10 Loss of Passes/Warrants/EFT Books/I-Card of M.Ps/Ex-Mps & 

Spouses/M. V. Books. 

58(C)/10 11.05.10 Cash Incentive to the ticket checking staff for good performance;. 

59(C)/10 20.05.10 Introduction of 8496/8495 (BHUBANESWAR-RAMESWARAM) Weekly 

Express train. 

60(C)/10 24.05.10 Earmarking of Reservation quota for Cancer Patients. 

61(C)/10 25.05.10 FSRADULENT Military warrants. 
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62(C)/10 24.05.10 Rationalization of rates for parcel traffic- methodology for reckoning 

the percentage utilization of SLR to determine categorization of each 

train for the purpose of charging freight for parcel and luggage 

traffic. 

63(C)/10 07.06.10 e-tickets – Photo ID 

64(C)/10 07.06.10 Rationalization of rates for parcel traffic- methodology for reckoning 

the percentage utilization of SLR to determine categorization of each 

train for the purpose of charging freight for parcel and luggage 

traffic. 

65(C)/10 07.06.10 Concession orders to students visiting their home towns during 

vacation can be issued 90 days in advance from the date of 

commencement of outward journey. 

66(C)/10 09.06.10 Loss of Passes/Warrants/EFT Books/I-Card of M.Ps/Ex-MPs & 

Spouses/M.V. Books. 

 
ECoR 

TIAs’                      
              Bu l l e t i n                                                                                                 

FEEDback 
 

Sl. No. Date Subject 

68(C)/10 22.06.10 Rationalization of rate structure for booking of non-lease parcel and 

luggage traffic effective from 01.06.10. 

69(c)/10 23.06.10 Consolidated list of train notified under “Rajdhani Parcel Service: 

Premier Parcel Service’ and ‘Standard Parcel Service’ for charging of 

Parcels and Luggage.(C285/MKTG/Parcel Rates/Vol-IV 

70(C)/10 28.06.10 Standard composition of rake size of Parcel Special trains consisting 

Parcels Vans (VPHs/VPs/VPUs/VPHUXs etc.) 

71(C)/10 29.06.10 Concession to Technicians of Regional Film Industry. 

72(C)/10 29.06.10 Stoppage of 8416/8415(PUI-KDJR-PUI) in the new Time Table – 

2010 

73(C)/10 01.07.10 Complimentary Card Passes to freedom fighters and their widows – 

validity in Rajdhani/Shatabdi trains. 

74(C)/10 06.07.10 Earmarking of seats/berths for physically handicapped persons in 

SLRD coaches. 

75(C)/10 09.07.10 Concession to accredited press correspondents-Grant of refund on 

unused coupons.  
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76(C)/10 19.07.10 Stoppage of 8463/8464(BBS-SBC-BBS) Prashanti Express at 

KHALIKHOT Railway Station.  

77(C)/10 22.07.10 Loss of passes/warrents/EFT books/I-Card of MPs/Ex-MPs and 

Spouses/M V Books. 

78(C)/10 27.07.10 Extension of 8425/8426(Puri-Raipur-Puri) Express to Durg. 

79(C)/10 29.07.10 Regarding issue of concession to persons attending the annual 

Nirankari Sant Samagam being organized by Sant Narankari Mendal, 

during Nov-2010. 

80(C)/10 06.08.10 Catering Policy – 2010 

81(C)/10 06.08.10 Opening of Uaupada-Parlakhemundi Broad Gauge Section for 

passenger traffic. 

 

ECoR 

TIAs’                      
              Bu l l e t i n                                                                                                 

FEEDback 
 

Sl. No. Date Subject 
 

82(C)/10 11.08.10 E-tickets – Photo ID. 

83(C)/10 11.08.10 Stoppage of 2805/2806(VSKP-SC-VSKP) Janma Bhoomi Express at Duvvada 

Railway Station. 

84(C)/10 16.08.10 Fare structure for BBS-NDLS Duronto train. 

85(C)/10 18.08.10 Loss of Passes/Warrents/EFT Books/I-Card of MPs/Ex-MPs and Spouses/MV 

Books. 

86(C)/10 25.08.10 Permanent augmentation of 1019/1020(CSTM-BBS-CSTM) Express and 

2659/2660(NCJ-SHM-NCJ) Express. 

87(C)/10 25.08.10 Non-defining of additional coach in the computerized Passenger Reservation 

System(PRS). 

88(C)/10 26.08.10 Catering Policy 2010- follow up Action. 

89(C)/10 26.08.10 Specimen signatures of the secretaries in connection with Rail Travel 

Concession to the delegates attending Annual Nirankari Sant Samagam. 
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90(C)/10 02.09.10 Precautions for prevention of fire incidence in the luggage compartment of Brake 

Vans (SLRs) of passengers’ varying trains.  

91(C)/10 08.09.10 Verification of journey details. 

92(C)/10 13.09.10 Checking of tickets during night time in reserved coaches. 

93(C)/10 14.09.10 Bharat Tirth Trains.  

 

 

 

 

ECoR 

TIAs’                      
              Bu l l e t i n                                                                                                 

FEEDback 
 

COMMERCIAL CIRCULAR (GOODS) 

Sl. No. Date Subject 
 

186 (G)/09 14.12.09 Revision of siding charges for containers at Tuticorin Port Trust. 

1(G)/10 04.01.10 Transportation of rail coaches owned by Delhi Metro Rail Corporation 

Ltd. (DMRC) from BEML (Baiyyappanahalli) Bangalore to Badli (NR) : 

Special lump-sum hasulage charges. 

2(G)/10 08.01.10 Hire Charges for Test Wagon. 

3(G)/10 12.01.10 Transportation of drinking water and fodder to notified drought 

affected districts of various states: Free of charge. 

4(G)/10 12.01.10 Rebate in freight to (i) M/s BALCO for transportation of Alumina and 

(ii) M/s Rajshree Cement for transportation of bulk cement, 

transported in privately owned wagons. 

5(G)/10 12.01.10 Rebate in freight to (i) M/s BALCO for transportation of Alumina and 

(ii) M/s Rajshree Cement for transportation of bulk cement, 

transported in privately owned wagons. 

6(G)/10 20.01.10 Rationalization scheme general Order No. 1/09- Amendment there 
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to. 

7(G)/10 22.01.10 Opening of dump on Northern Railway for transportation of 

consignment to Pakistan. 

8(G)/10 25.01.10 Rates for Automobile Traffic carried on NMG, BCACM and BCCNR. 

9(G)/10 25.01.10 Policy Guidelines – Freight Incentive Schemes and Transportation 

Products. 

10(G)/10 25.01.10 Opening of IREL Pvt. Siding for Outward Coal Traffic. 

11(G)/10 29.01.10 Classification of Iron Org. 

12(G)/10 01.02.10 Booking of Traffic to Out Agency, Srinagar. 

 

ECoR 

TIAs’                      
              Bu l l e t i n                                                                                                 

FEEDback 
 

Sl. No. Date Subject 
 

13(G)/10 02.02.10 Policy for implementation of pilot project under Kisan Vision project. 

14(G)/10 08.02.10 Opening of dump on N. F. Railway for transportation of consignment 

to Bangladesh. 

15(G)/10 09.02.10 Chargeable distance in Kilometers between station on the Senchoa-

Haibargaon-Mairabari BF section for booking of passenger luggage. 

16(G)/10 10.02.10 Updated list of full rake/Half rake goods shed/sidings, two point 

combinations (origination) for outward loading in jumbo/coal in BOXN 

wagons and two point combination (Destination) for inward jumbo on 

Central Railway. 

17(G)/10 10.02.10 Opening and closing of stations for foods traffic. 

18(G)/10 17.02.10 Calculation of Freight – Amendment in Rule 191 of IRCA Goods Tariff 

No.41 Pt. I Vol. I 

19(GC)/10 18.02.10 Transportation of drinking water and fodder to notified drought 

affected districts of various states: Free of charge. 
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20(G)/10 18.02.10 Notified Stations. 

21(GC)/10 18.02.10 ‘COMPREHENSIVE Parcel Leasing Policy’ i.e. Policy for leasing of parcel 

space of Brake vans (SLRs) Assistant Guard’s Cabin (AGC) and leasing 

of Brake Vans (VPHs)/VPs/VPUs) on round trip basis. 

22(G)/10 22.02.10 Policy Guidelines – Freight Incentive Schemes and Transportation 

Products. 

23(G)/10 22.02.10 Issue of RR after weighment of consignment at weighbridge. 

24(G)/10 24.02.10 Adjustments in classification of commodities. 

25(G)/10 26.02.10 Classification of Iron Ore. 

26(G)/10 26.02.10 Classification of Iron Ore. 

 
 

ECoR 

TIAs’                      
              Bu l l e t i n                                                                                                 

FEEDback 
 

Sl. No. Date Subject 
 

27(GC)/10 02.03.10 ‘COMPREHENSIVE Parcel Leasing Policy’ i.e. Policy for leasing of parcel 

space of Brake vans (SLRs) Assistant Guard’s Cabin (AGC) and leasing 

of Brake Vans (VPHs)/VPs/VPUs) on round trip basis. 

28(G)/10 03.03.10 Change in the name of M/s. ICCL siding to M/s ICCL siding to M/s. 

IMFA siding served by Charbatia station. 

29(G)/10 03.03.10 Hire Charges for Test Wagon. 

30(G)/10 04.03.10 Opening of Srikakulam Road Station for inward Iron Ore traffic. 

31(G)/10 05.03.10 Maximum number of pigs to be loaded in Parcel Vans (VPs/VPXs/VPHs, 

etc. 

32(G)/10 08.03.10 Booking restriction of Iron and Steel Traffic to Kanpur Central Goods 

Shed (CPC). 

33(G)/10 09.03.10 Standard rake size of BTALN wagon. 

34(G)/10 15.03.10 Classification of Iron Ore. 

35(G)/10 16.03.10 Haulage Charge recoverable for utilization of Brake Van by Container 

Train Operators. 

36(G)/10 17.03.10 ‘Inflation concession’ of Food grain and Kerosene oil. 
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37(G)/10 22.03.10 Comprehensive parcel Leasing Policy’ i. e Policy for leasing of parcel 

space of Brake vans (SLRs), Assistant Guard’s Cabin (AGC) and leasing 

of parcel Vans (VPHs/VPs/VPUs) On round trip basis. 

38(G)/10 23.03.10 Freight concession for North Eastern States. 

39(G)/10 25.03.10 Clarification as regards Wharefage rule in respect of Parcel booked in 

bulk. 

40(G)/10 25.03.10 Commercial placement of a rake for levying Demurrage/wharf age 

Charge. 

41(G)/10 26.03.10 Classification of Iron Ore. 

42(G)/10 26.03.10 Registration of indent, allotment and supply of wagons. 

 

ECoR 

TIAs’                      
              Bu l l e t i n                                                                                                 

FEEDback 
 

Sl. No. Date Subject 
 

43(G)/10 29.03.10 Registration of indent, allotment and supply of wagons. 

44(G)/10 29.03.10 Dynamic Pricing Policy – Levy of Busy Season Charge and Congestion 

Charge. 

45(G)/10 31.03.10 Revision of siding charges for containers at Tuticorin Port Trust. 

46(G)/10 31.03.10 Wharfage & Demurrage rule in respect of Parcel/Luggage Traffic. 

47(G)/10 31.03.10 Preparation of RR and payment of freight by CONCOR and other PCOs. 

48(G)/10 05.04.10 ALL India Engine Hour Cost (AIEHC) for recovery of siding and 

shunting charges. 

49(G)/10 05.04.10 Notification of private siding of M/s Bhusan Steel Limited taking off 

from Meramandali Station. 

50(G)/10 06.04.10 Charging Of distance based charge on iron ore for export traffic. 

51(G)/10 06.04.10 Charges for providing Brake Bans in WIS rakes. 
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52(G)/10 08.04.10 Wharfage & Demurrage rule in respect of Parcel / Luggage Traffic. 

53(G)/10 13.04.10 Updated list of Goods Sheds/Siding having Full/Half rakes handing 

capacity and two point combinations over East Coast Railway. 

54(G)/10 15.04.10 Adjustments in classification of commodities. 

55(G)/10 16.04.10 Registration of indent, allotment and supply of wagons. 

56(G)/10 16.04.10  Revision of Minimum weight condition for Mangoes when loaded in 

BCN/BCX/BCNA wagons. 

57(G)/10 16.04.10 Haulage Charge recoverable for utilization of Brake Van by Container 

Train Operators. 

58(G)/10 16.04.10 Haulage Charge for Power packed containers. 

59(G)/10 16.04.10 Procedure Order for loading of ores from Railway Goods Sheds/Public 

Sidings within the state of Orissa. 

ECoR 

TIAs’                      
              Bu l l e t i n                                                                                                 

FEEDback 
 

Sl. No. Date Subject 
 

60(G)/10 19.04.10 Re-fixation in the rate of siding charges. 

61(G)/10 23.04.10 Policy Guidelines – Freight Incentive Schemes and Transportation 

Products. 

62(G)/10 26.04.10 Procedure Order for loading of ores from Railway Goods Sheds / Public 

Sidings within the state of Orissa. 

63(G)/10 29.04.10 Classification of Iron Ore. 

64(G)/10 03.05.10 Adjustments in classification of commodities – Floating Fish Feed at 

Class – 100. 

65(G)/10 03.05.10 Policy Guidelines – Freight Incentive Schemes and Transportation 

Products. 

66(G)/10 03.05.10 Updated; list of Goods Sheds/Siding having Full/Half rakes handling 

capacity and two point combinations over ECoR. 

67(G)/10 04.05.10 Classification of iron ore in pellet form. 
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68(G)/10 05.05.10 Wagons procured under Liberalized Wagon Investment Scheme by M/s 

Vedanta Aluminium ltd, Lanjigarh – Commercial Notification. 

69(G)/10 05.05.10 Transportation of livestock in parcel vans by rail. 

70(G)/10 07.05.10 Clarification regarding sourcing of iron ore for loading rakes. 

71(G)/10 07.05.10 Standard rake size and Permissible Carrying Capacity of BOXNR 

wagons. 

72(G)/10 07.05.10 Transportation of rail coaches owned by Delhi Metro Rail Corporation 

Ltd. (DMRC) from Mundra Port (Gujarat) to Badli Station (New Delhi): 

Special Lump sum haulage charges. 

73(G)/10 07.05.10 Permission for movement of BTAP wagons owned by M/s Vedanta 

Aluminium Ltd. At Lanjigarh between VZP to VAL Siding at BXQ. 

74(GC)/10 10.05.10 Priority Schedule for allotment of VPUs/VPHUs etc. for automobiles 

traffic. 

75(G)/10 11.05.10 Policy Guidelines – Freight Incentive Schemes and Transportation 

Products. 

76(G)/10 13.05.10 Grant of weighment rebate for privately owned weighbridge. 

77(G)/10 17.05.10 Revision of miscellaneous charges. 

 
ECoR 

TIAs’                      
              Bu l l e t i n                                                                                                 

FEEDback 
 

Sl. No. Date Subject 
 

78(G)/10 18.05.10 Revision of Minimum Weight Condition for Mangoes when loaded in 

BCN/VCX/BCNA wagons. 

79(G)/10 21.05.10 ‘COMPREHENSIVE Parcel Leasing Policy’ i.e. Policy for leasing of 

parcel space of Brake vans (SLRs) Assistant Guard’s Cabin (AGC) 

and leasing of Brake Vans (VPHs)/VPs/VPUs) on round trip basis. 

80(G)/10 21.05.10 Revised procedure order for loading of ores from railway goods 

sheds/public sidings/private/sidings/within the state of Orissa. 

81(G)/10 28.05.10 Classification of Iron Ore. 

82(G)/10 31.05.10 Permissible Carrying Capacity (PCC) of BCNHL wagon. 

83(G)/10 01.06.10 Tare-weighment of empty wagons supplied to steel plants. 

84(G)/10 01.06.10 Policy Guidelines – Freight Incentive Schemes and Transportation 

Products. 

85(G)/10 01.06.10 Preparation of RR and payment of Freight by CONCOR and other 

PCOS. 
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86(G)/10 01.06.10 Special Freight Train Operator (SFTO) Scheme. 

87(G)/10 01.06.10 Private Freight Terminal (PFT). 

88(G)/10 08.06.10 Opening of Bobbili Station. 

89(G)/10 17.06.10 Private Freight Terminal(PFT). 

90(G)/10 23.06.10 Development of Automobile and Ancillary Hub. 

91(G)/10 23.06.10 Notification of inter distance due to A. Conversion of BG line between 

1. Villupuram Jn-Vellopre Cantt 2. Villupuram Jn – Cuddalore Port Jn. 

3. Cuddalore Port Jn – Mayiladuthural Jn. B. New BG line 

Nagapattinam – Velankanni section.  

92(G)/10 28.06.10 Updated list of Goods Sheds/Siding having Full/half rakes handling 

capacity and two point combinations over ECoR. 

 

93(G)/10 29.06.10 Rebate in freight to M/s Rajshree Cement for transportation of bulk 

cement, transported in privately owned BCCW wagons.  
ECoR 

TIAs’                      
              Bu l l e t i n                                                                                                 

FEEDback 
 

Sl. No. Date Subject 
 

94(G)/10 30.06.10 Guidelines for E-Payment system. 

95(G)/10 30.06.10 Running of freight trains on CC+8 routes. 

96(G)/10 30.06.10 Classification of Iron Ore. 

97(G)/10 01.07.10 Change of indent/cancellation of indents. 

98(G)/10 01.07.10 Haulage charge and Hire charge of Brake Van recoverable from 

Container Train Operators(CTOs) 

99(G)/10 02.07.10 Preparation of RR and Payment of freight by CONCOR and other PCOs. 

100(G)/10 05.07.10 Notification of Railway Terminal for Chassis stuffing/destuffing and 

loading/unloading Operation.  

101(G)/10 07.07.10 Routing and charging of traffic through JSGR-IB Bye pass. 

102(G)/10 08.07.10 Routing and charging of traffic through Dumiriput-Manabar Bye 

pass(avoiding Koraput Jn.) 
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103(G)/10 07.07.10 System of charging freight and levying Siding Charge and Shunting 

Charge. 

104(G)/10 14.07.10 Two point combinations for steel traffic and composition of CONCORD 

rake. 

105(G)/10 14.07.10 Two point combinations for steel traffic. 

106(G)/10 15.07.10 Loading of imported sugar. 

107(G)/10 16.07.10 Preparation of RR and payment of freight/haulage charges by CONCOR 

and other PCOs. 

108(G)/10 16.07.10 Incentive scheme for loading of food grain of FCI in BOXN wagons. 

109(G)/10 16.07.10 Running of freight trains on CC+8 routes. 

110(G)/10 21.07.10 Guidelines for E-Payment system. 

111(G)/10 21.07.10 Automobile Freight Train Operator (AFTO) Scheme. 

ECoR 

TIAs’                      
              Bu l l e t i n                                                                                                 

FEEDback 
Sl. No. Date Subject 

 

112(G)/10 23.07.10 Charges for providing Brake Vans in WIS rakes. 

113(G)/10 30.07.10 Rules for waiver of Demurrage/Wharfage charge. 

114(G)/10 02.08.10 Issue of RR for Container Traffic. 

115(G)/10 03.08.10 Rates for Automobile Traffic carried on NMG, BCACM and BCCNR 

wagons. 

116(G)/10 11.08.10 Freight incentive Scheme – Tradition Empty flow Direction Scheme. 

117(G)/10 12.08.10 Permitting running of freight trains on CC+6 routes-Universalisation 

118(G)/10 12.08.10 Revised procedure order for loading of ores from Railway Goods 

shed/Public sidings/private sidings within the State of Orissa. 

119(G)/10 17.08.10 Freight incentive Scheme – Tradition Empty flow Direction Scheme. 

120(G)/10 17.08.10 Running of freight trains on CC+8 routes. 

121(GC)/10 17.08.10 Chargeable inter distances over Purna – Hingoli deccan(BG) section 
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over Nanded division of S C Railway. 

122(GC)/10 17.08.10 (1) Opening of Purna-Hingoli-Akola Section for Goods traffic routing 

via Purna over Nanded Division. 

(2) Opening of Purna-Hingoli Section for Passenger traffic over 

Nanded Division.  

123(GC)/10 17.08.10 Opening of Purna-Hingolo-Akola section for Goods traffic routing via 

Akola Junction towards Central Railway. 

124(G)/10 18.08.10 Opening of the Pvt. Siding of M/s.Jindal Steel & Power Ltd.(Line No.4) 

served by Deojhar station. 

125(G)/10 23.08.10 Notified stations. 

126(G)/10 25.08.10 Two point combination for steel traffic and composition of CONCORD. 

127(G)/10 27.08.10 Revised procedure order for loading of ores from Railway Goods 

shed/Public sidings/Private sidings within the state of Orissa. 
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Sl. No. Date Subject 
 

128(G)/10 27.08.10 PCC of BOXNM1 and BOXNHSM1 wagons over CC+8 routes. 

129(G)/10 27.08.10 Distance between JSLE and Container Terminals on JNPT of Mumbai 

Division. 

130(G)/10 01.09.10 1. Closing of Lapanga station for Goods traffic. 

2. Opening of Rengali station for Goods traffic. 

131(G)/10 07.09.10 Opening of Srikakulam Road stations for bagged consignment. 

132(G)/10 07.09.10 Inclusion of M/s Godavari Fertilizer and Chemicals Ltd. In VZP area to 

the list of stations/sidings having full rake/half rake handling capacity 

and two point combinations of ECoR. 

133(G)/10 07.09.10 Distance for stations/section to be incorporated in ECoR distance 

Table.No.1(w.e.f 01.05.03) 
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134(G)/10 09.09.10 Distance for stations/section to be incorporated in ECoR distance 

Table.No.1(w.e.f 01.05.03) 

135(G)/10 09.09.10 Opening of stations for outward booking of Coal. 

136(G)/10 09.09.10 Policy Guidelines Freight Incentive Schemes and Transportation 

Products. 

137(G)/10 13.09.10 Through distance notification for the siding of M/s Bhusan Steel 

Limited taking off from Meramundali Station.  

138(G)/10 13.09.10 Distance for stations/section to be incorporated in ECoR distance 

Table.No.1(w.e.f 01.05.03) 

139(G)/10 13.09.10 Distance for stations/section to be incorporated in ECoR distance 

Table.No.1(w.e.f 01.05.03) 

140(G)/10 13.09.10 Transportation of livestock in parcel vans by Rail. 

141(G)/10 16.09.10 Haulage charge recoverable for movement of five commodities 

(Namely Cement, Stone other than Marble, Iron and Steel, Alloys and 

Metals and POL products in container rake. 
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INTERNAL AUDIT & INSPECTION CELL 

(IAIC) 

 
 

 A new cell constituting three TIAs has been created under the direct control of 

FA & CAO(T) during the restructuring of TIA jurisdiction and man-days in the month of 

May, 2010.  The basic idea is to assess the efficiency of internal checking system in 

vogue (both in TA office and by TIAs) and to suggest improvements through conduct 

of special checks by the experienced Senior TIAs of the Cell.  After taking over the 

activities from SER/GRC and large scale computerization of internal checking system in 

the TA office of ECoR in phased manner during 2007 & 2008, the necessity to review 

was felt at higher levels.  Many error sheets are getting generated and issued to the 

stations but bottleneck in their clearances creates huge traffic suspense.  Though, 

most of the error sheets are tenable, the need to increase the percentage of tenable 

Error sheets was there.  The main reasons behind the untenability is attributable to: 
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(i) Mistakes committed during preparation of returns by stations, or 

(ii) Error in defining logic of internal checking in the computerization. 

 

So, the idea is to avoid communication gaps between stations and traffic 

accounts office to Reduce burden of untenable Error sheets. 

  

 In addition to the above, there are some areas normally not covered under the 

existing internal checking system and the IAIC is the tool in the hands of FA&CAO(T) to 

cover those areas. 

 

 Specialized checks to be conducted during gazetted officers‟ inspections have 

also been assigned to the IAIC. 

 

 During the last months the achievements of the cell are as follows: 

1. 

(a)  Special checks conducted on NLOD and undercharges to the tune of Rs.25,65,427/- 

has been debited.  The non-accountal of „To-Pay‟ freight of Rs.24,47,258/- at NLOD 

since April‟06 and the associated mistakes committed on preparation of invoices and 

failures to check paid statements by Talcher stations has been highlighted.  The debit 

has been raised on irregular charging for booking of empty wagons and charging of 

less weight for lime stone booked from Kota Jn. Treating the route as CC+6 against 

CC+8. 
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(b)    Special checks conducted on the charging of special coaches, special trains, etc. 

at BBS, Puri, VSKP.  A comprehensive report submitted by the team has been forwarded 

to CPTM for policy formulation to ensure timely firing of extra coaches both on 

outward & inward trains.  The team has also made a special report on the irregularity in 

firing of reserve compartments of 2717 & 2718 Ratnachal Express where in only 5 out 

of 8 coaches were fired as reserve in 2718 VSKP-BZA direction and 90 seats of each 

coach have been fired as reserve against available 108 seats in both up & down 

directions.  The matter has been brought to the notice of CCM/ECoR and South Central 

Railway Authorities. 

 

(c)   Misappropriation of coaching earning to the extent of Rs.6,15,082/- from the 

earnings of 04.06.10 to 11.06.10 at Booking office /Puri has also been reported by the 

cell.  The matter has been taken up with DRM/KUR & CCM/BBS and action has been 

taken against the staff at fault after making good the short remittance.  The staff in-

charge of remittance has withheld  the remittances and the DTC summary was also not 

prepared for the dates. 
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(d)  The team has raised debit of Rs.58,643/- against IREL/CAP for wrong charging of 

punitive overloading on the I/W traffic. 

 

2. The team has also accompanied many G.O. Inspections and has been instrumental in 

many reports/letters/D.O. letters such as, 

(a) Missing/Non-production of Error sheets by station. 

(b) No accountal/Irregularity in accountal or Error sheets raised by TA office against 

TCs and TTEs. 

(c) Non-weighment of commodities booked from JJKR in the I/W weighbridge of CBSP. 

(d) Abnormal detention of covered wagons at JJKR & BHC on Railway account. 

(e) Loss of revenue due to non-coverage of small stretch under CC+8 category e.g., 

Trombay to Kurla – 20 Kms only out of 1860 Kms from Trombay to BHC. 

 

3. The team has been taken up the review of the working of NI sections, EFT section, SI 

section, Audit section and Goods Refund section.  Some changes suggested has 

already been implemented towards generation of the tenable Error sheets, error free 

functioning of computerized modules to clear backlogs. 

 

Follow the MASTER 
Face the DEVIL 
Fight to the END 
Finish the GAME 
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NOTE 

 All 

possible efforts have been made to make this bulletin 

free from errors and mistakes.  Any discrepancy found 

may please be brought to the notice of FA&CAO 

(T)/ECoRailway/BBS. 

 

 It 

should not be taken as an authority.  It serves as a 

reference booklet with valuable tips and notings in 

motivating the TIAs to exhibit and enhance the best of 

their potential and efforts in achieving excellence in 

their  day-to-day activities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


